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VAST BILLOWS OF

PENN TABLET UNVEILED
tb Church o
London, Jujy 13-I- a'
Allhollows Barking, In which William
,
Penn was baptized on October
1644, a bronze tablet In memory of
the founder of Pennsylvania, preterl
ed to the church by the Pennsylvania
Society of New York City, was today unveiled with appropriate cere
monies. The unvellng ceremonies
took place before a distinguished as
semblage of Englishmen and Amef
Dr. Robinson, vicar of thi
eans.
and Ambassador
church, presided,
Whitelaw Reid delivered the prinri
The tablet wit de
pal address.
signed by a firm of New York archi
tects. The expense attendant upon
casting and erecting the tablet In
the church was borne largely by for
mer
Senator W. A. Clark of Montsni
HOWEVER, HIGH WIND RECEDES
who is vice president of the PennviAND THREATENED VILLAGES
vanla society. The church of All
MAY ESCAPE
hollows Barking is the only building
still extant in London which Is do:
LAKE SAVED MAN YiLIVES inltely associated with the birth o:
William Penn.

FLAMING FORESTS

CONFLAGRATION

FIRE SWEEPING

IN MICHIGAN

-

13. Superln- Toronto, July
f tendent Black of the Temlskan- DEATH DEALING AND DESTRUC- f in'g and Northern Ontario rail- - f
road at North Bay, states that f
TIVE FLAMES CONTINUE TO
the fires in the Porcupine dis- - f
f
RAGE UNCHECKED
trict are now under control.
f
A. D. Miles construction engl- VICTIMS NUMBER HUNDREDS
neer for the Great Dane mine f
estimates the loss of life at two f
hundred.
REPORTS
f
UNVERIFIED
SWELL
Lc STOOD N WATER UP
own- Is
of
one
stated
It
the
by
TO
NECKS, FREQUENTLY SUBFATALITIES TO HORRIFY4- era of the
biggest of the Porcu- MERGING THEMSELVES
ING TOTAL
pine mines that the financial tlosses are grossly
PROPERTY LOSSJREMENDOUS f A train from North Bay arriv- - 4 SEVERAL SETTLEMENTS BURN
here today bringing twenty-tw-o
f
refugees from Porcupine, mainly f UNLESS RAIN COMES SOON, DAM
UNTIL RESCUE PARTIES RETURN
Toronto people. McDonald War- AGE TO PROPERTY WILL BE
DISWILL TRUE EXTENT OF
dorpth, of Hamilton, a nephew f
VERY GREAT
ASTER BE KNOWN
f of Lieutenant Governor Gibson, f
was among them.
f Detroit, Mich.,
July 13 The forest
Toronto, Ont., July 13. Vast billows
"The report has spread that I
fire
situation
northern
throughout
of fire, miles la length, continued to
was killed," he said, "but I saved r
to be generally imMichigan
appears
woods
day to roll through the camps,
f myself by taking to the water proved today with the wind dropping
and brush of the Porcupine mining
along with about 500 others, f below ten miles an hour in most secdistrict of this province and the re-- ' 4 We were forced to stand In the f tions.
cold water far over three hours i
gions to the north.
The village of LeGrand, however,
to
Unverified reports continue
and became so numb with the cold
in Cheboygan county, is reported
swell the number of fatalities. Some f that some went under."
4 surrounded by flames with commun- estimates are as high as five hundred t- W. ft. Biggs of Kansas City, 4 ication cut off.
dead..
f another of the party said :
4 Hillman, in Alpine county, is also
a 4
The financial losses represent
"A great number of people 4 said to be threatened today.
A report' from Grand Rapids tells
huge sum.' Only with the return of 4- were saved at the Hollinger prop- - 4
numerous relief expeditions and the 4- - erty. That place was like an 4 of the death of a woman and two
of railroad and tele 4 oasis on the desert. Quite a 4 wood choppers in Antrim county,
will
service
the full extent of 4 large area had been cleared by 4- and the death list will undoubtedly
graph
the continuing disaster be definitely
the owners and they had water 4 increase as returns ' are received from
.
known. More details of death, suf- 4- - pumps which were saved. I am 4 isolated districts.
At Au Sable and Oscoda a patrol of
fering and miraculous escapes were - sure there were about 400 re-- 4
learned today as refugees reached 4-- fugees from all directions there 4 the Lake Huron beach has teen or
points of safety where communLoa-- ! 4 besides the Hollinger employes." 4 ganized to search for the bodies of
have drowned when
tlon had not been disturbed.
All the party" agreed that the 4 the victims who water
driven Into the
by the flames.
Many have died in the flames. Mil- 4- estimates of 300 lives " lost was
Women and children stood in the
huddled
have
shafts
in
perished; 4- not excessive. At South Porcu- - 4
lers
lake in some instances three and
fires have overwhelmed whole families 4-- pine, 600 people sought refuge 4four hours, submerging themselves
are
remains
and only their charred
4 in the lake. Of these two hun- - 4 when the heat became too intense for
lelt$ men, women and children and 4- dred persons, many of them wo- endurance.
Many of these people
domestic and wild animals standing
men with children in their arms, 4 report that they saw a number of
together for hours in swamps while the 4 lost their lives, according to a 4 persons on the docks when the lumflames raged over the countryside, 4 private message received here 4 ber piles began to crumble and fall
have in some cases sunk, at last to 4- from W. A. Carlton of Hailey-- ,
Into the water, but among the Au
then hurry, a prospector.
death, partly, suffocated and
4 Sable and Oscoda refugees none have
drowned. Others have weathered the 4-- West Dome representatives in 4 been found who had been on the
fiery storm standing in streams and 4-- Toronto have received telegrams 4 docks.
The more conservative, however,
pulling into the lakes in boats and 4-- giving the total number of deaths 4canoes.
believe
that all were saved. The num44 at that place at 25, Including
Oscoda
4- Robert A. Weiss,
4- ber of burned bodies found at
superintendent
four.
was
Sable
Au
and
St. Jerome, Quebec, Destroyed
4 of the mine, Mrs. Weiss and 4Reports received today from the
St. Jerome, Quebec, July 13. Twenty-se- 4 Miss Weiss.
between Alpena and Cheboyven
families are homeless, here
region
4gan indicate that the town of Millers-burand the entire business section of the
was almost entirely destroyed
town is in ruins as the result of a
LONG MOTOR BOAT RACE
night and half of Tower is
Tuesday
across
it
late
which
yesterfire
swept
New York, July 13. All arrange
day.
ments have been concluded for the gone.
power boat race which Is to be startVillage of Waters Saved.
Maine Woods Are Ablaze
ed tomorrow afternoon from HuntMich.,
July 13 The
City,
Bay
Portland,' Me., July 13. Forest fires ington, L. I., with Marblehead, Mass.,
in.
Otsego county,
In the Maine wilderness and New as the objective joint. The race will village of Waters,
threatened yesterday by
was
which
Hampshire mountains continue to burn cover a distance- of 240 nautical miles.
forest fires that invaded the town,
unchecked. Fire is within six miles The contest will be confined to boats
was saved from destruction by the
cf the town of Jackman. South Wind- of not less than thirty feet over all,
work of the people there,
vigorous
sor and Cape Neddick are also Im- and not exoeed'ng in the greatest aided
sent from Bay City
firemen
by
periled. Mount Moriapa, one of the length forty feet on deck. Only and Grayling.
most conspicuous -- peaks of the White boats built and used for cruising are
Conditions throughout the northMountains, is a blazing beacon. Fire eligible.
ern part of the state are still serious
almost completely surrounds the viland will continue so until there are
RACING AT WINNIPEG
lage of South Waterboro, which
rains. No towns are reported in imhas suffered heavily.
Winnipeg, Man., July 13. What mediate danger, however.
promises to be the most notable race
meeting ever held in Winnipeg was
WHOLESALERS ALSO
NOMINATED
inaugurated today in connection with PEARCE
the Canadian Industrial exhibition
TO BE INVESTIGATED now being held here. The meeting
will continue seven days, during
which time nine stake ,, events for
TEACH-ERS- '
CONTROL
GOVERNMENT.. PROPOSES TO GO trotters and pacers will be decided INSURGENTS
AT SAN
CONVENTION
races.
together with three running
DEEP IN ITS PROBE OF
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TRUST

first investigated.

DEFEAT BAILEY AMENDMENT
Washington, July 13. The Bailey
woolen amendment to the Canadian
(reciprocity treaty, providing for a
reduction on all wool duties to 30
per cent ad valorem, was defeated in
the senate today without a roll call.
Senator Bailey said he considered it
a waste of time to delay the senate
with a recorded vote.

NEW YORK GOES

AFTER ICE TRUST
ATTORNEY
ACTION AGAINST SOULLESS
CORPORATION

BEGINS

DISTRICT

GATES

GROWING

WEAKER

Paris, July 13. Although he had a
relatively good night, the condition of
John W. Gates this morning was less
favorable.
'

r'

The district
New York, July
attorney and the ctly police today
began an Investigation of the Knickerbocker Ice company, which does
the largest Ice business here.
The charges are that the
"ice trust" has withheld Ice from independent dealers during the recent
weather. In other
prolonged hot
words, that it has condutcecd its
business In restraint of trade.
Ice riots in the tenement districts
where, during some of the hottest
days, the poor found it almost impossible to buy even the smallest quantity of ice desired for their humble
neds, has attracted attention to the
case and spurred the authorities to
quick action.
13.

REVENUE

OFFICERS

ACCUSED

OF BRIBERY

AT
RETURNED
INDICTMENTS
CHICAGO FOR ALLEGED CON-

SPIRACY
Two revenue officers and a former government officer are charged with accepting
bribes in Indictments returned by a
federal grand jury here today. .Twenty-thof
ree
officers and employes
are
charged
butterlne manufacturers
with conspiracy to defraud the government out of butterlne taxes, the
bribery of government officials, it is
charged, being part of the conspiracy.
Chicago, July 13.

EXAMINERS CONFER
Oakland, Cal., July 13. A conference of bank examiners of the ElevFRANCISCO ,
enth district, which comprises the
states of California and Nevada, benomThe
13.
San Francisco, July
gan at the Claremont Country club
inating committee of the National today. In addition to the national
id-- ,
Education association today nominat- bank examiners the participants
and
clear, n
ed Carroll G. Pearce superintendent elude the state back
states.
of
succeed
the
to
twp
examiners
of schools of Milwaukee,
house
Mrs. Ella Flagg Young, of Chicago,
TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
as president of the association. The
Portland, Ore., July 13. With a
vote was 27 to 20. Mr. Pearce is the
wlelders
insurgent candidate for president. number of noted f racquet
The vote by which he was nominated among the participants, the annual
of the
shows a strength not so great as the chamipioneh'p tournament
is North Pacific ' Internationa; Tennis
it
for
but
had
hoped
insurgents
on the
thought to Insure the nomination of association was opened today
in
club
this
the
and
the
Irvington
of
courts
vice
the eleven
presidents
treasurer who are comprised in the city. The play will continue, until
the ertd of the week.,
remainder of the insurgent slate.
-

n

of the Benevolent and Protec
tive Order of Elks, and thousands of
members of the order from every
section of the United States and Can
ada and from Hawaii, Porto Rico and
other distant places marched along
the leading thoroughfares of this fa
mous resort and past the reviewing
stand where were seated the grand
lodge officers, official representatives
of the state and city and numerous
others of prominence. A dozen divisions with a score of bands and
many handsome floats made up the
procession. New York lodge No. 1,
held the
the parent organization,
place of honor, with other state
lodges following.

:

, BANK

RE-

rcoo expert

THIS

RESIGN"
MADE

RECOMMENDATION

BY PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
TO PRESIDENT

MADE TECHNICAL
CHARGED
PLOYE

was the day of the big parade, the

sectacuiar feature of the annual

TO SECURE

0MJ0

HE

MISTAKE

PERMITTED

TO RECEIVE

EM

MORE

PAY THAN LAW ALLOWED

Harvey
Waahlngtou. July II-- Dr.
Wiley, pur food Hrt, hief of
the bureau of chrm!iry of the de
partment of agriculture and one of
the moat w idely known off. Ula la the
con
government aervlce, baa
demned by the commit te tm personnel of the department of Mrtmlture,
with a recommendation to President
Taft that he "be permitted I real in."
Attorney General WUkertham, In
an opinion on the can submitted to
the apthe president, recommend
proval of the comrnlti'e aikm.
It la charged aiainit
If. Wiley
that he permitted n erranfument to
:e made with Dr. H. II. Huhy. a re
f Columcognized phaxmacoKnosiat
bia University, New York, for com
pensation in excess of that allowed by
It ia claimed that the a rrun se
men t waa to put Dr. Ruby on the pay
mil of the department at $1,60 a yea
as an employe ot the bureau of chemistry, an agreement being made with
lm that he should be railed uim to
thla aal- perform only auoh service
M
would
tha rate
ry
compensate for
ot $20 a day for laboratory Inculcations and 50 per day for attendance
in court.
Attorney General Wicker-shaheld that he law friul: tec! Jhe
payment of only $11 a day.
The committee nd the attorney
general also recommended that Dr.
Rusby be permitted to resign, that
Dr. L. F.' Keblor, chief of the dlvlwion
in drugs In the department of agriculture, be reduced and that Dr. W.
chief of the buD. Bigelow,
reau of chemistry, also be given an
opportunity to resign.
. President
Taft, It was learned today, has forwarded ail of the papera
in the case to Dr. Wiley and will take
no action until he receives a personal
statement from him.
It is known that the president ha
the highest regard tor the pure food
expert and for his administration of
the bureau of chemistry. Dr. Wiley
has been attacked almost constantly
since the pure food law went Into effect. It has been claimed by the interests affected that Dr. Wiley's rulings have been unduly harsh and unUna-bjust. Dr. Wiley has regarded Dr.
asvaluable
most
his
of
as one
sistants in the task of enforcing tlie
pure food and drug act.
Dr. Rusby received all the papyri
in the case several days ago and mail
his reply public In New Tork lat
night, but it had not reached Vah
Ington early today. In this replv.
however, he la quoted as saying he did
not seek nor desire the work In the
H
of agriculture.
department
was
a
there
charges that
pesentation of the case to the attorney general to constitute the bssl
of opinion.
Dr. Rusby said that he had no meana
of knowing that the arrangement
made with him waa Irregular In any
way. He eaid he seemed to be regarded by the department as a conscript and resented the idea that he
could be dismissed In disgrace for reluctantly doing work which Interfered
with his regular employment
Dr. Wiley has not resigned and so
far there has been no request for his
resignation. It is believed that with
the publication of the technical charges against him there will be a great
wave of protest against his proposed
dismissal.
President Taft before acting on the
case, it is said, will grant a hearing
V.

s

one-aide- d

MADERISTS CLASH

PljEBLA

MOVAL OF COVtftNMENT'S

"PERMIT

to all Involved and will be guided only
ty bis own Judgment
"I would not advise any one to wait
aound my office to see me put out
for there la no telling bow long that
will be," said Dr. Wiley today, when
atked for a statement.
"Do I look
frightened about this matter? All I
AT
know ia that a copy of the charger
waa served on me about a week ago,
and I will make reply to them through
BLOODY OUTBREAK
QUELLED
Secretary Wilson to the president.
AFTER MANY
HAD BEEN i
I ntll the latter sees fit to make the
KILLED AND WOUNDED
natement public, I have nothing fur
ther, to say In the matter."

WITH REGULARS

WILEY

tNF.Mltt HOP!

This

-

-

l

PARADE
13.

CITY EDITION

v igit

OF Oil, HARVEY

-

OF
THOUSANDS
Atlantic City, N.

i

SEEK DISMISSAL

MENACE TOWNS

UNDER CONTROL

ONTARIO

Following
Washington, July 13.
closely on the criminal action against
the retail lumoer dealers of the west
atclon against
and the civil' anti-truthe retailers of the east, the government now has determined upon a
thorough inquiry Into the methods of
the wholesaling of lumber. The National Lumber Manufacturers' association, of which Edward Hines of
Chicago is past president, and a director, probably will be one of the

Neighbor; Outdo
Him Instead

II

FOREST FIRES EXACT TOLL
OF FROM 200 TO 500 LIVES

LUMBER

Don't Envy Your

1

1

8howers

ADMIRAL

'

COMLY RETIRES

Washington, July 13. After forty
five yeari ot honorable service,
filled with adventure and Interesting
experiences In many parts of the
world. Rear Admiral Samuel P.
Comly was placed on the retired list
ot tha navy today on acocunt of age.
Admiral Comly li a native of New
Jersey and entered the Annapolis
academy from that state in 1865.
Early in his career he acocmpanied
the famous Juanita expedition to the
Arctic. During the war with Spain he
was an officer on the battleship Indi
in the naval
ana, and participated
battle of Santiago. His last duty
was as commandant of the navy
yard at Philadelphia.
EDITORS

AT SIOUX FALLS

,

Sioux

Falls, S. D., July 13. The
meeting of the South
Dakota Press association began in
this city today with a large attend
ance of members from all parts of
state. One of the principal matters
to be discussed during the two days'
session is the action of the ture In taking from the newspapers
a large amount of official advertising
to which the editors think themselves
entitled.
r

le-a-

MINORITY REPORT ON
STATEHOOD MEASURE
SENATOR
NELSON
PROVIDES
FOR IMMEDIATE ADMISSION
OF NEW MEXICO

Senator
Waahlngton,
July 13.
Nelson late yesterday introduced an
amendment to Uwi NawuJVIexlco-Arl-ton- a
statehood resolution, providing
for the Immediate admission of New
Mexico aa a state, but requiring the
people of Arizona to vote- again on
the proposed "recall oj Judges" In
Its new constitution. The amendment Is In line with the minority
views of the senate committee on
territories.'
--

-

ATTACKED THE PENITENTIARY
INSURRECTIONISTS ATTEMPTED
TO
LIBERATE
PRISONERS
CONFINED THERE
WERE FIRED

ONJY

SOLDIERS

FIGHTING

RAGED ALL NIGHT AND
WAS FINALLY STOPPED BY
GOVERNOR

CANETE

Puebla, Mex., July

13.

Three sol

diers of the Twenty-nintbattalion
and a number of Maderists, estimath

ed as high as thirty, were killed and
many others injured in a battle be
tween the two forces which raged
in the streets of this city from 11
o'clock last"" night Until 7 o'clock
this morning. Forty Maderists are
prisoners In the barracks of the Sar- goza battalion. The fighting, ceased
only when Governor Canete appeared
with a white flag and pleaded for
peace.
A special train with Francisco Ma- dero on board arrived in the city
soon after the battle began. It Is
alleged that drunken Maderists made
an attack on the penitentiary with
dynamite bombs in an effort to re
lease the prisoners.
The Sarogoza
troops, stationed close by, opened
fire.
Maderists from the bull pen bar
racks then attacked the federals and
forced them back into their quarters. A scattering fire was kept up
all night. At daybreak the Twenty- ninth battalion came to the rescue of
the other federals and used a machine gun to clear the strtets. At
this attack the Maderists fled, leaving a large number of wounded and
dead In the streets.
.

Riot at Olaxacala.
It is report-- e
that a riot occurred at Olaxacala
yesterday as the result of an attempt
by Maderists to kill Filipe Chaomnan,
an Insurrectionist leader, who had
the support of the federal garrison.
Mexico City, July 13.

OFFERED DOG AS SACRIFICE
CLOUDBURST IMPERILS
Denver, July 13. Claiming that a
demon spirit had followed him for
TELLURIDUMORAOO
days, railing upon him to atone for
his wrongdoing by offering a dog's
plrlt upon an altar of flame. Roy WALL
OF WATER
FOUR FEET
Bradley, an
negro boy,
HIGH
DOWN
SWEEPS
SAN
yesterday captured a high bred Japanese pointer and 'burned him in an
MIGUEL RIVER
ash pit.
Teliuride, Colo., July 13. A cloud
in the country north of. here
CONFEDERACY WAS
early this morning sent a wall of water four feet high down the San MiINFAMOUS CAUSE guel river and imperiled the lives of
scores of persons living In the lower,
part of town.
THIS DECLARATION BY SENATOR
were rescued from second
Many
HEYBURN INDIGNANTLY
story windows by men on horseback.
RESENTED
Considerable minor damage has been
done, and the river Is at the highest
Washington, July 13. A character- point in twenty years.
No drowning have been reported,
ization ot the Confederacy as an "Infamous cause," by Senator Heyburn although considerable sections of the
of Idaho, brought from Senator Wil- lower valley are flooded.
liams of Mississippi, a bitter rebuke
in the senate today.
$250,000 FOR ELKS' HOME
"But for the parliamentary
rules
;
that restrain me," declared Mr. Wil- .; Atlantic City, N. J., July 13. A
of
tax
cents
per
will be
capita
fifty
liams, "I would have a few words to
on every member of the Orsay about the kind ot human being levied
In whose heart such thoughts can der of Elks to raise the $250,000
needed
for the new national Elkg
xUL"
Senator Williams had asked to have home at Bedford City, Va., according
to action taken by .the grand. lodge
Jones, the
negro, who
had been Jefferson Davis" bodyguard, late yesterday afternoon. Newport,
and In whose custody the seal of the R. I., lodge No. 104 cantured thA
Confederacy, was entrusted, retained $500 prize in the competitive rill.
on the senate payroll as a laborer. It was the only competitor that ap
Senator Heyburn asqulesced in the peared, the other crack drill team
retention of the negro for his ser- remaining away because of a severe
vice formerly given to the senate, storm.
"but not because of loyalty to the
glory ot an Infamous cause."
ANOTHER STEEL PROBE
The senate sustained Williams by
Washington, July 13. The investia vote" of 37 to 18, leaving Jones on gation of the Brussels conference of
the pny roll at $720 a year as a la- steel men, which It has been predicted
borer.
may bring about an international
Mr. Heyburn, following his bitter combination to control
the steel outaltercation with Mr. Williams voted put of the world, will be undertaken.
against the negro.
by the aepartment of justice.

burst

'

.

'
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INVESTITURE OF
WELSH PRINCE
AT CARNAVON
KING

GEORGE

FORMALLY

BE-

STOWS TITLE ON ELDEST SON
AMID GREAT SPLENDOR

lowered from the turret and the royal
hoisted. Arrived within
the castle precincts their majesties
and the prince were escorted to
apartments specially fitted up for
their use the same which are said
to have been occupied by King Edward I. and Queen Eleanor where
they donned their robes of state for
the subsequent
ceremonial.
The
robes of the king and queen were
similar to those worn on other state
occeMons.
The Prince of Wales
wore a specailly designed robe of
c'oth of gold and purpl velvet, modeled on one worn by Charles L
The royal party, having robed, pro
ceeded in two processions by a spec
ially' constructed roadway along the
Interior of the castle to the Investiture platform. The king officiated at

standard

test one month later on the southern
drill giounds. The gun the navy will
use is the regular1
remounted so as to be fired at the sime
angle as the aerial gun of the army.
Tracer shells will be used. Balloons
and box kites will be the targets.
These tests will be made while ships
arc at anchor and at slow speed, fir
ing speed and full speed. Firing will
he from the bow and stern.
WILL SHOOT "DUNNITE" SHELLS

NEW AERIAL GUN
SURE DEATH TO

1

Instant Relief
for Sore Feet

AIRCRAFT

15 MILES

Watch Thia Pago
For Special Announcement

AND DISABLE

BIPLANES

f

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
Carnarvon, Wales, July 13. The
Washington, July 13. The United
Investiture of the Prince of Wales
States government is the owner of th
by King George, acordlng to the
Warranty Deeds
most powerful quick- firing long range
Lorenzo Rael, et al, to Rosarlo
Stately ritual prescribed centuries
aerial gun in the world, and one which
"ftgO. in the great court Of Carnavon
it is declared will prevent' the swiftest Rael, June 19, 1911, house and lot In
castle today toras a wonderful specta- the
i"e qtteefl was" and moat highly perfected aeroplane precinct No. 3, In the Town of Las
brief cerembhy".
cle, and Impressive as It was pictur- seated at the left of his
majesty or dirigible balloon from getting near Vegas. Consideration $100.
esque.
Cecilio Garcia, et ux, to Lorenzo
and grouped about them were the enough to New York to even make obThe ceremony
was the biggest Earl
s
Rael,
August 26, 1898, house and lot
Marshal, the Garter
No hostile aerial fleet
servations.
thing that Wales has known for cenin
of Las Vegas. Considera Sore Feet, Tender Feet and Swollen
Town
and Somerset Herald, the
could get within twelve miles of New
turies.
Everything pertaining to the
Feet Cured Every Time.
TIZ
and other functionaries.
$100.
tion
tara
York without becoming
perfect
investiture was distinctively Welsh.
Makes
Sore
Well
Feet
No
As the prince knelt before him the
&
Romero
Rael
Rosario
to
Delgado
get and being sent to the earth in
Welsh music, Welsh drama, Welsh
Matter What Alls Them.
de Romero, October 19, 1911, house
king solemnly said: "We declare
so it Is asserted.
bits,
costumes and Welsh genius were conyour royal highness to be Prince of
3 in Town of
In
and
No.
lot
precinct
of
recent
Is
The gun
the
perfection
spicuous factors in the wonderful Wales." Following this the insignia
Policemen all over the world use
Las Vegas. Consideration $130.
spectacle. Never within the memory was adjusted by the officials upon the aerial gun invented by army ordT I Z. Policemen stand on their feet
Marcelino
etux
Romero
to
Sabedra,
nance officers under the direction of
of living man
has anything so whom this
duty waB imposed by tra
& Delgado, October 8, 1901, a parcel all day and know what sore, tender
of dition.
aroused the national patriotism
Brigadier General William Crozier,
of
land, lot and house In precinct No. sweaty, swollen feet really mean. They
the Welsh people. The genuine enchief of ordnance. It has been given
The prince. Immediately after
3,
Town of Las Vegas. Considera- use TIZ because TIZ cures their feet
masses
with
thusiasm
which the
Invested, proceeded to the cele to the government gratis and is not tion $1.
right up. It keeps feet In perfect congreeted their majesties, the fervor brated Queen Eleanor's
gateway, patented. It is a weapon far superior
dition. Read what this policeman has
M.
to
Pablo
del
Bentura
Espinosa
with which they joined in singing where he
himself to the to any aerial gun yet built, according
November 10, 1900, a cer- to say: "I was surprised and delightthe national anthem, the wild shouts view of his presented
Welsh subjects. He was to ordnance and aeronautical experts. Portlllos,
tain portion of land situated In San ed with TIZ for tender feet. I hardly
which rent the air when the Prince
greeted with shouts of wild enthusi With it has been perfected a tracer
know how to thank you enough for It.
of Wales showed himself to the peo- asm for the emotional Welsh
shell charged with a high explosive. Antonio, N. M. Consideration $500.
people
It's superior to powders or plasters. I
s
ple at the conclusion of the cere- recognized in him a royal prince who
The gun is a six pounder with a Antonio Sandoval y Lujan to
can keep my feet In perfect condition.
Portlllos
mony all this, and more must have was also a Prince of Wales.
a
certain
April 5, 1905,
calibre of 2.38. Its weight is 347
Believe In my earnest gratitude for
been a revelation to the hundreds of
and it is mobile. It Is equip- tract of land In San Antonio, N. M. TIZ. I am a
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the
majorEnglish visitors,
great
Consideration $100.
ped with a modern breech block memy feet all day." Emay Harrel, Ausity of whom, it Is safe to assert, the
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Martinez
to
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E
chanism invented by the ordnance
tin, Texas.
character of the Welsh people was
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
it will be de Martinez, December 15, 1910, 538.4
corps. At fortifications
You never tried anything like TIZ
an unknown quantity.
mounted on a carl rage like that used acres of land at San Pablo, precinct before for your feet It is different
The ceremony of the investiture
for all six pounders. The only differ- No. 27. Consideration $1.
from anything ever before sold.
took place in the square opposite
HlpoIIto Romero et ux to Manuel
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entrance,
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erecthad
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platform
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Catherine Countlss is to star next carriage. This hinge will be so ar- precinct No. 49. Consideration $1.
TIZ draws out all poisonous exudaed.
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Surrounding
Sueana Roybal to Agustin Prada,
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feet, and 13 the only remedy that does.
commodation of the privileged specin a comedy by Harriet Ford.
vertical or ninety degree angle. It Piecinct No. 8 at Pecos, N. M. Con- TIZ cleans out every pore and gloritators, who numbered more than
Albert Brown Is to support Henri can be swung from zero to zero, com- sideration $100.
fies the feet your feet.
and Included many court funcPablo Vigil et al to Felix Valencia
etta
Crossman In "The Real Thing." pleting a full half circle.
You'll never limp aga,In or draw up
tionaries, civil and military officers,
William Collier has decided to
For field service the gun will be June 26, 1995, 64 yard of land in pre- your face in pain and you'll forget
ecclesiastics and friends of the royal
9.
name his new play "Take My aq mounted on a carriage similar to that cinct No.
Consideration $36.
about your corns, bunions and calfamily, In addition to the many
George Day et als to Investment & louses. Youll feel like a new
used by the field artillery. In this
chosen representatives of the Welsh vice."
person.
One of the features of "The Lit case also it will be so mounted as to Agency
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Dodge & Co., Chicago, 111. For sale
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Claim
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Romero,
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with
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about
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do
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if
would
on the sea front, overlooking the
Lllllam Russell is writing a series New York against an enemy's air
picturesque Menai Strait and
of newspaper articles on how to be
ships," said an ordnance expert, "pic
Bay. As their majesties passed
and beautiful.
young
ture a fleet of twenty aeroplanes of
the
Royal
within the castle walls
John Barrymore and Thomas Wise the six passenger
carrying type being
Welsh choir of 500 voices joined in
will be under the management of
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a
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the Welsh national anthem. "Land Charles
Dillingham next season.
look upward
of Our Fathers."
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Bernhardt
Sarah
and see
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a
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king and queen by a few minutes. On Merry Widow," will come to this Hook or the upper part of New York
Prince
the
the
of
entrance
prince
the
country to conduct his opera, "Gyp- City. Then glance toward the forts
of Wales standard was hoisted from-thin and about New York and see a
i
sy Love."
topmost turret of the Eagle's
Julius Stegar has been engaged by burst of flame and a hundred of these
tower, where, tradition has it that A. H. Woods for the baritone role In projectiles with little talis of smoke
the first English Prince of Wales was "Gypsy Love," In which Marguerite trailing them go plunging through
A
born. Trumpeters in medieval cosSylva is to star.
space for the air fleet
head
the
as
fanfare
a
tumes played
The next Viennese opera which
There Is a cloud of emoke. then a
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a
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ed "Boy or Girl." and is said to be ments of aeroplanes are dropping to
minutes later the Prince's flag was
exceedingly tuneful.
earth or sea. Nothing, a minute af
Nat Goodwin is to head a stock terward, remains in the air, except a
company in Los Angeles, Calif., and haziness. One round from these 100
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eternity
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and S 100,000 worth of aeroplanes to
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and
Klaw
Erlanger
nothingness."
the American rights to the musical
One hundred of these guns and proWomen who bear children and re- comedy, "The Count of Luxembourg,"
main healthy are those who prepare and to "Kismet." a play by Paul jectiles mounted in Forts Hancock,
their systems in advance of baby's Knobloch.
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would
coming.
prevent anything less than a
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form.
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left with weakened health or chronic play will be published
ailments. No remedy is so truly a This .drama is the most widely dis in the field the aerial gun would be
help to nature as Mother's Friend, cussed among recent American pro in vaiuable, according, to leading offi
and no expectant mother should fail ductions.
cers of the army, in preventing an
to use it. It relieves the pain and
enemy's
aeroplanes from getting near
discomfort caused by the strain on
Mr. Gnaggs "Scientists claim that enough to estimate the strength of
the ligaments, makes pliant and elastic those fibres and muscles which the human body changes in every the troops. For ordinary field work
Mrs. the gun would be as serviceable as
nature Is expanding, prevents numb- particle every seven years."
the unchallenged King of All Bottled Beers. Its worldness of limbs, and soothes the inflam- Gnaggs "That may account for the the present field or light artillery gun.
mation of breast glands. The system fact that you are not the man you
fome tests of the gun have been
wide reputation is due to its thorough ageing, mildness
being thus prepared by Mother's were when I married you."
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made,
pronounced
they
i
the
fear that the crisis
Friend dispels
and exquisite taste which helped to win its
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Friend assures a speedy and complete
some people who some
time in the latter part of tie
recovery for the mother, and she is than, to receive, yet
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left a healthy woman to enjoy the live up to that theory go into the month of August. For the test free
a
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rearing of her
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Anheuser-Busc- h
child. Mother's
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will he used. These latter will be
Friend is sold at lU
summer
a
About the hardest thing
St Louis, Mo.
of man carrying size.
eirl has to do is to look romantic
Write for our free TRIBTID
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when she is eating corn off the cob,
book for expectangle
possible and at Its maximum
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all
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that
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though
Las Vegas
,
and
valuable information,
many sugl.v.
essary to bring about a desired
gestions of a helpful nature.
.The navy will make an aeroplane
Is to pass a law prohibiting it.
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John Brooks Henderson

Tells

How He Drew 13th Amendment

Former United States Senator, Still Living in Wash"
ington, Broke with State to Preserve the Union.

to bo a great aoldier. I suggested
that he be put ia command. He waa
the man of the hour, and Mr. Lincoln
chose wisely when he put him in com.
mand of the armies."

A Healthful Old Age for Women
Jhe

.

at

"I

Cooking in the Cool

Wherever He Goes Death and Disease
May Follow.

A BILL NO 253
An ordinance assessing the cost of

constructing a sewer within a certain
portion or district of the City of Las
Vegas, New Mexico, upon tne lots and
pieces of land within said portion or
district, and providing for the issuance of "sewer certificates."
WHEREAS, by resolution entered
Oi record, the City Council of the City
of Uis Vegas, New Mexico, has declar
ed it to be necessary and proper, in
he opinion of the said City Council,
to have constructed and maintained a
newer in a portion of the said City of
Las Vegas, which Is described as fol
lows:
The main line of the Atchison, To- peka and Santa 'Fe railway company
on the east; Lincoln avenue to Tenth
street on the South; on the west by
line from the center of the inter
section of Tenth street and Lincoln
avenue, thenoe north to Columbia ave
nue; thence along Columbia avenue
east to Eighth street; thenoe north
Raynolds avenue: thence east
tj
on Raynolds avenue to Sixth street;
thence south to Baca avenue; thence
east along Baca avenue to Fourth
street; thence in a line midway between Baca and Washington avenues
from Fourth street to Grand avenue;
thence on Garfield avenue to the said
main line of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway company on the
east,
WHEREAS, the said City Council
has elected that the whole of the
cost of said construction shall be assessed against the lots and pieces of
land situate in said portion of the

Washington, July 13. John Brooks for the work. General Sherman had
Henderson was elected to the Untied not reached Atlanta nor organized
States senate in 1862. He framed the his march to the sea No man could
Thirteenth amendment to the consti-titutio- prophesy the end of the war. But
which abolished slavery in whatever might result the majority
the United States for all time. Men of the Union men hoped to realize
of his generation said this amend one great purpose and that was the
ment, passed by congress at a psych end .of slavery.
these men there was a
'Among
ological moment, did more than any
turn of life is the most critical period in a woman's one thing to preserve the Union. great
want of confidence, more oT
existence. Owing to modern methods of
He
living not one Himself owna slave owner, he gave less even In Mr. Lincoln himself.
woman m a thousand
whatdo
sake
for
said
would
of
he
h's
the
had
the
up
already
this
approaches
perfectly natural
change without experiencing a train of very distressing country. His constituents, slave- ever would make for the preservation
owners, burned him in effigy and de of the Union. If the Union could be
symptoms.
He com saved by the abolition of slavery, he
Those dreadful hot flashes and the faint feeling that manded hishistermresignation.
in the senate and would destroy slavery. But if the
pleted
follows, sometimes with chills, extreme nervousness and retired to private life with the thanks Union could only be preserved with
of the unionists and the curses of his slavery, he would accept the' hard
despondency are symptoms of this condition.
Those hot flashes are just so many calls from nature for own people. He gave up Missouri condition and preserve the Union.
President Says "Go Ahead."
help. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound was for Washington and, honored and
the savants of the nacondlton existed
strained
"This
by
respected
prepared to meet the needs of woman's system at this tional capital, be spends his retiring
to the convention which
previous
just
trying period of her life.
years in Henderson's "castle," at the was to nominate a president. A
If this period is safely passed through the
will
head of Sixteenth street. At eighty-fiv- e sign of weakness on the part of Mr.
prospect
be good for a long period of sound health and comparative
he Is as strong mentally and Lincoln meant his defeat and this
meant a disruption of the Union. Ac
physicaly as the man of sixty-fivimmunity from disease.
The contemporary and adviser of tivity against the slave owners of
Here isProof thatLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Lincoln, he has watched the passing the border states on the part of Mr,
events with the keen eye of the Lincoln meant the loss of the states
be
relied upon
this period:
Compound may
philosopher far removed from the and in the final analysis the disrup
Alton Station, Ky.
want other suffering women confines of the partisan polltcal tion of the Union.
to know what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound arena and sees in the present and "The joint resolution to amend the
(Continued on Page Seven)
has done for me. For months I suffered from female future little cause for national constitution, abolishing slavery, which
li'lerward became the Thirteenth
troubles in consequence of my age, and thought I could worry.
NOTICE BY PUBLICATION
Looking back over half a century, amendment (to the constitution, was
not live. I wrote you and after taking Lydia E. Pinkham's former
of New Mexico, County of
Territory
Senator Henderson told the
by me on January 11, 18G1
in the District Court.
San
Miguel,
Vegetable Compound I feel like a new woman. I thank story of the Thirteenth amendment piesnted
It was referred to the judiciary com
C.
for
Louis
so
much
the
done
me."
has
Mrs.
it
Ilfeld, Plaintiff.
Emma
to the constiution virtually the last nutlee. The resolution, as submitted
you
good
vs.
No. 7283.
to
document
No.
the
R.
made
R.
amendment
Alton
Station, Ky.
Bailey,
t,
by me, consisted of two articles, the
The Board of Trustees of the town
110 years as the Fourteenth
" Your medicine was a
during
to
Kewaskum, Wis.
first of which was intended to abolish
blessing
litof Las Vegas, administrating the Las
me in my sickness at Change' of Life. I cannot describe and Fifteenth amendments were
and the second was made to
slavery
tle more than supplementary articles.
Archie Angell, John E.
facilitate the process of amending tba Vegas Grant,
what I suffered for five long years from headachet backache,
How Slavery Was Abolished.
Earley,
Malbouef, William
Margaret
he said, measuring his
dizziness, no sleep, palpitation of heart and irregularities
He told of the perilous conditions constitution,"
Mil
Malbouef, the Armstrong-Turne- r
in
a
man
vords
cool,
calm,
judicial
which are common at that period and sometimes continue that beset the tottering remnants of
Company, the New Las Vegas
linery
the republic; how the Union armies iter.
for weeks at a time.
Town Company, the Unknown heirs of
"The first, as introduced by me, was
had met with grave and continuous
I have been cured by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Reyes Gonzales, and all unknown
defeats on southern battlefields; how in these words: 'Article 1 Slavery or claimants or interests in the prem- all
do
and
can
in
old
form.
am
I
54 years
Compound
dry
the stanchest supporters of the flag involuntary .servitude, except ai
ines adverse to the plaintiff, (said
Mrs. Carl Dahlke, Kewaskum, Wis. (
were fast losing hope, and believing punishment for crime, shall not exist
my work."
the land and real esbe in the United States. On February 10 premises being
If you want special advice write to Mrs. Pinkliain, Lynn, Mass. that the days of the Union wouldwas
tate described In the complaint here
rethe committee reported back the
numbered unless decisive action
in),
taken at Washington to root out the solution omitting the second article
Defendants.
intestinal disputes in the national entirely and amending the first so as
NOTICE
how
had
discord
told
to
He
nor
read:
invol
'Neither
slavery
congress.
You, the above named defendants,
broken out in Lincoln's cabinet, and untary servitude except as a punish and
each of you are hereby notified
to ment for crime, whereof the party
ambitious men were attempting
a suit to quiet title has been
that;
undermine the administration to ac shall have been duly convioted, shall
commence! against you in the District
how
their
selfish
ends;
complish
exist in the United States or in any Court, in and for the
County of San
many of the northerners were wear- - place subject to their Jurisdiction.' Ar
led of the struggle and were on the tide 2 Congress shall have power to Miguel, in the Territory of New Mex
ico, In the Fourth Judicial District
verge of giving it up.
enforce this article by appropriate le
therreof, by the plaintiff, Louis C. Il
election was at
The presidential
gislation.'
feld, wherein said plaintiff prays that
fola
with
hand, and MoClellan,
large
"I went to Mr. Lincoln and told him
delowing, had admitted that the war there was but one way out of the his estate in and to the following
scribed land and real estate, situate
was a failure and the north could not
agitation and that was congressonal lying and being in the County of San
hope to win. The extreme abolition action. A
resolution coming from one Miguel, and Territory of New Mexico,
ists demanded that the president free of
abolition men would not and better described as follows, towlt:
the
strong
the slaves unconditionally, while the
be taken favorably by the border state
Lots thirteen (13), fourteen (14)
were
Insistent
state
border
people
men; there was but one course left fifteen (15), sixteen (16), seventeen
of
their
be
not
that
deprived
they
Do-You- r
and that was for a border man to take (17), and eighteen
(18), in Block numslaves. Had Lincoln been defeated it
Initiative and the consequnences ber Twelve (12), of the Las
the
would have been a virtual acknowVegas
I told him I would make the sacrifice
Town Company's Addition to the
ledgment of the failure of the war
A hot kitchen is little better than a prison in summer. But
and the Union would have been dis for the Union. He asked me if I Town (now city) of Las Vegas, New
the range is there, so all the cooking and the washing must be
rupted. In this crisis, Senator Hen knew what it would mean in my state. Mexico, as shown by the plat thereof,
done there, too.
derson, a representative of the bor I might die politically, but if my po- on file and of record In the office of
What a relief it would be to move the range where you
der states, burned all political mridges litical death would add to the pros- the Probate Clerk and
Cook-stobehind him and offered the resolution pects of preserving the Union I would Recorder of San Miguel County, New
pleased. You can do this with a New Perfection Oil
in the senate.
gladly make the sacrifice. He thank Mexico.
cook your dinner out on the porch, if you like. It is the
over the intervening half ed me and said: 'God grant that It
in
Passing
well
works
that
is
that
May be established against the ad
eaually
really portable
only range
a century, he spoKe or tne progress will be passed, but I have grave fears.' verse claims of all of said defendants
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There
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any place.
of the generations that
"I entered the senate that January and each and
and
every one of them, and
range; no wiring, as with an electric stove; no sooty flues
and offered his opinions of the pro morning with, the draft of the resolu that
be
barred and for ever
they
d
grates, as with coal or wood.
posed amendments to the constitu tion and no man living with the ex estopped from having any claim, intion, which are being fostered on all ception of Mr. Lincoln knew of my terest,
The long, enameled chimneys carry the heat directly up to
right or title to the said land
sides today.
from
full
value
fuel,
purpose. It was received with sur- Of any part thereof adverse to the
your
saucepans, oven or boiler; you get
Mr. Henderson was sitting in an prise by
my colleagues and with dis- plaintiff, and that plaintiffs title
without waste.
arm chair in the study of his great gust by my constituents.
thereto be forever quitted and set at
Mwiawith l,2nj Jburaer.withtoB,
brownstone house in Sixteenth street,
Breaks With His State
torqaou. bias enameled ciumneyf.2- - Hun.
rest, and for such other and further
onelr taiahad throuahoot. Tba and
of
the passand as he told the story
auwea can be had with or without a
"The people of Missouri, whose relief as to the Court may seem meet
was
cabinet top, which ia bled with drop abcWaa,
there
amendment
of
the
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slaves were to be lost to them by this and proper in the
towel rack, ale
premises.
little in his manner or appearance
Dealer, ererrwhere j or writ lor deacrip.
resolution, burned me in effigy 4hey
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enter or cause to
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noareol agency of lha
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to
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been
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that
to
he
Oil'Cook-StQvsuggest
swore at the mention of my name, and be entered your appearance in said
Continental Oil Company
throes of the great struggle of half
demanded my resignation. They look- suit on or before the 14th day of Auga century ago. He spoke of "Mr."
(Incorporated)
me as a traitor but I felt that ust, 1911, decree pro Confess therein
ed
Lincoln, "Mr." Seward, "Mr" Chase, T upon
had done my duty that my oppor- will be rendered against you.
"Mr." Sumner, General Grant and
Plaintiffs attorney's are. George H.
the other civil and military leaders tunity had come and that I had folA great Hunker and John D. Wof the period as of acquaintances of lowed the proper course.
Yeeder,
weight was raised from the shoulders whose post office addresses are Las
yesterday.
of Mr. Lincoln. Before long the sound
Going to Lincoln's Aid.
Vegas, New Mexico.
Henderson of victories waa in the air. The north
Dated this 2flth day of June, A. D.
Continuing, Senator
said: 'President Lincoln was hard was cemented together. Grant and 1911.
pressed for a course to be followed Sherman began their glorious cam- 6,
7,
JOHN JOERNS, Clerk
on tne slavery
question, tsumner, paigns. Another short year and the
Wade, Chandler and the other ex- Union waa
KIDNEY DISEASES ARE CURABLE
treme abolitonlsts of the north de"There were many men in public under certain conditions. The rleht
manded that he state hit position life in the days of the war whose con medicine must be taken before the
firmly on the great question. If he duct was not at all praiseworthy. One disease A.has progressed too far. Mr.
Pitman. Dale, Tex., says:
attempted to abolish slavery the ef- of them was Chase, Mr. Lincoln's sec- Perry
was down In bed for four months
"I
fect on the border states, which had
retary of state. He made little at with kidney and bladder trouble and
been held to the border cause only
to aid the administration but rail stones. One bottle of Foley's
tempt
with the greatest care and tact,
Kidney Remedy cured me well and
most
of his time in attempting sound."
spent
Ask for it. O. G. Schaefer
Excursion Rates on all Railroads.
would be dangerous if not fatal. If
to undermine his chief to satisfy his and Red Cross Drug Co.
slaves
of
were
their
List
deprived
and
they
Premium
Write for
Program.
own personal ambition to gain the
they might secede, and the last hope
of holding the Union together would presidency. I advised Mr. Lincoln not
Never leave home on a Journey
JOHN B. McMANUS,
ISAAC BARTH,
vanish. If he dallied longer on stat to temporize with him. I suggested without a bottle of Chamberlain's CoSecretary-Manage- r.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
President.
ing his position his standing with that he dismiss him from the cabinet. lic, almost
certain to be needed and
is
cnase
Mr.
were
I
weakand
would
be
of
men
Aitnougn
the north
the
cannot
obtained when on board
be
ened. The armies were being de- personal friends, I felt that the house the cars or steamships. For sale by
divided
must
northernitself
fall."
the
all
on
and
sides
feated
against
all druggists. '
war.
of
a
for
the
were
of
ers
The
Then
Senator
flight
proper
wearying
place
Henderson
treatment,
.paused
Sprains require careful
of a house.
Chamberlain's
"When the amendment was drafted and continued:
"When Grant took For summer diarrhoea n children alkeep quiet and applywiU remove the stairs is the wing
General Grant had not commenced charge of the armies the situation ways give Chamberlain's Colic, CholLiniment freely.
like some other his .great campaign against Rich- took an altogether changed aspect. I era and Diarrhoea Remedy and castor
soreness and quickly restore the parts
stones,
Rolling
to a healthy condition. For sale by smooth propositions, gather no moss. mond; he had not even been selected had watched his career and knew him oil, and a speedy cure Is certain. For
sale by all druggists.
all druggists.
l,

Beware of the Dangerous ' Housefly

War to the death
presence is a disgrace.

houM be declared

upon the little pest. Hit
His touch may be deadly. Either man must kill
the fly or the fly will kill the man. If there is no dirt and filth
there will
be no flies.

Keep the flies away from the Milk.
Don't a'lov flies in your house.

-

Don't permit them near your food, especially milk.
Don't allow your fruits and confections to be exposed to the
of flies.
Don't let files crawl over the baby's
nipple of its nursing bottle.

mouth and swarm

warms

upon the

Clean up your premises inside and out. and then see that others do
Strike at the root of the evil. The housefly breedi In horse
manure, kitchen offal, and the like. Dispose of these materials In such a
the same.

that the house-flcannot propagate. Screen all windows and doors
and insist that your grocer, butcher, baker and every one from whom
way

y

you buy food stuffs does the same.

There Is more health in a well screen-

ed house than in many a doctors' visit.
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
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The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

"

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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SOME REASONS WHY

ve

have-passed-

ash-fille-

-

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

22-2-

ALBUQUERQUE

October 9, 10,

11, 12, 13,

14,1311.

'

YOU SHOULD

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC

Ti

..

report is printed

HONEST presentation of daily happenings
EVERYTHING decent to print goes into

OUR

progressive merchants advertise in
columns.

PEOPLE generally read the paper and why
you.

THE

best asset a town can have is a live

events are cnronicled
INTERESTINGweek.

six

-

COURAGE is a feature of its editorial

The Optic, 15c a Week by Carrier,
Per Year by Mail, $6.00

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

LXS VEGAS DAlLf OPTIC, THURSDAY,
and fertile front north to south and
east to west; the largest fruti crop
ESTABLISHED
187
ever known? the largest percentage of
increase in sheep flocks" the heaviest
PUBLISHED BT
shipments of cattle, the greatest outTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
put of ore, the most extensive t&nber
(mooKroRTin)
operations, the largest sums expendM. M. PADGETT
EDITOR ed for great irrigation and development projects ever known in the ter
ritory. Their enthusiasm was HL1 con
oealed, although even the publicity
men of the Santa Fe feel in duty
Entered at the Postofflce at East bound to maintain an appearance of
Laa Vegas, New Mexico, for transmission through the United States Mails conservatism; and the influence of
their visit on the volume of Santa Fe
as second class matter.
publicity for New Mexico cannot be
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
i
exaggerated.
DAILY BY CARRIER
The average man cannot helplcon-necting- ,
05
Per Copy
In his mind, this insepction
15
One Week
this thorough examination of
65 trip,
One Month
Oii
Year
$7.60 Fpnta Fe properties and New Mfxlco
(DAILY BY MAIL
resources, with the persistent rumor
$6.00 that the Santa Fe this year contem
One Year
3.00 plates the most extensive Improve
Six Months
ments, the greatest expansion for
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
many years in the southwest; land
GROWER
but benefit can accrue from
nothing
One Tear
$2.00
1.00 the splendid Impression made on the
61x Months
officials by conditions in New Mexico
(Cash In Advance for Mail
this summer. That the people of the
Subscriptions.)
Remit by draft, check or money territory realize how muoh is to be
with
order. It sent otherwise we will not Bained by cordial
the railroad men has been shown by
Oe responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application the warm reception which the visitors
AT met and the pains to which the people
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
of the various towns went to assure
PAID FOR.
that the officials' saw everythTng there
com
are guaranteed the was to be seen. The Santa-FAdvertisers
largest daily and weekly circulation pany's policy toward New Mexico la
of any newspaper in Northeastern one of the broadest anJ most, liberal
Mew Mexico.
ever adopted by any American ! railway; and "teamwork" Jetflteeji the
THURSDAY, JULY 13, 1911.
railroad men and the farmers j and
business men of New Mexico will
to the greatest benefit; to
LETTEKS
MILLIONAIRE'S
A
i
both.

o

NEW MEXICOAND THE
SANTA

FE

While inspection trips over the
Santa. Fe lines by the officials of that
system are regular events, there is
good reason to believe that the one
just completed by General Manager
Fox and party throughout New Mexico
is of more than usual significance,
editorially remarks the Albuquerque
Morning Journal. The Santa Fe publicity experts are busy men; there aro
few busier on the system; and a
week'8 visit from the general colonization agent and the editor of the Santa
Fe'a big development magazine must
mean that there is something of peculiar Interest
gentlemen in
New Mexico.
For a year or more past New Mexico and her resources have occupied
the leading place in the advertising
compaign of the Santa Fe. There is
hardly1 an issue of "The Earth" that
does not feature this or that irrigated
valley, dry farming district, or ot"ier
section, of this territory; no phase
of our development is overlooked.
The samel la- - true of the "Employes'
.Magazine' antfr'ot practically all the
'the
western literature published
'sahta Fe company In Its nation-wid-e
advertising propaganda. There Is no
conclusion but that the Atchison regards New Mexico as having the
greatest traffic possibilities and aa
the focus of the vast development
and upbuilding movement in the
southwest; and the railroad company
is probably accomplishing more to
forward the materialization of these
osslbiltles than most people fully
realize.
Mr. Seagraves . and
; The visit of
Mr. Vandergrift and the careful and
Into condithorough Investigation
tions, an Inspection lasting for a
week, can mean nothing else than
vastly increased publicity for I ew
Mexico's opportunities. Their visit
was well timed; they found New Mexico's hills and valleys green and moist

MISS

i

One cent letter

'

That fatality which seems an in'""
s
of
separable assompanimeht
in the theatrical profession
did not suspend its baneful influence
in the case of Miss Ethel Barrymore.
This charming American actress has
won the esteem of her countrymen
because of her clean character and
winning 'personality. Never has a
breath of scandal wafted toward her,
and when it was announced that she
was to marry an American there was
a nation-wid- e
hope that she would
choose someone in every way worthy.
The matrimonial venture of Miss
Barrymore has been wrecked after
a short existence of "only two years,
and soon the divorce court will hear
the story of her infelicity. She Is to
sue for, absolute separation
from
Griswold Colt, of
young Russell
whom probably everything necessary
is said when he Is set down as a
rich young New Yorker with nothing
to do. It has cropped out since the
first talk of this divorce that young
Colt is a chum of Miss Barrymore's
brother "Jack." Now "Jack" himself is not much to brag about. At
present he is a matinee favorite; on
Broadway with a distinctive talent
for parting his hair just right It
appears that he and Colt led a fast
life among the bright lights and that
sister
"Jack" introduced Colt
)
Ethel with matrimonial vjntent.
The whole trouble about this, ,'as
with many other case's 'where actresses have contracted marriages outside of their own profession, is that
the man in the case;..lis ..t wealthy
enough to go the pace and do nothing to support himself. Had Miss
Barrymore married a 'seMbl'e business man, and left the, stage Jto.
herself to her husband and her
baby, she might have been happier
actress
than she has ever been as-abasking in the fickle smiles" f her
audiences. Colt also is several years
younger than his bride and scarcely
old enough to have any keen realization of the responsibilites and ob
ligations' of life. He is said to be
rather wild in his conduct, and this
is hardly to be wondered at:, under
It takes more
the circumstances.
than marriage to convert a pleasure-lovin- g
youngster into a steady-goinman of dignified deportment
,

mar-ralge-

'toia

de-vo- lt

g

'"

irfcRE'S ONE FLXLESS CITY
All eyes certainly should ybe turned toward Hubbard, Texas, for it Is

a city so clean that a fly cannot live
there; hence there are no files
Last year when Hubbard's mayor offered a thousand dollars, for .every fly
found within the city, limits there
were no takers because there ; were
no files. The secret of the absence
of these foes to mankind is explained
in the fact that the streets ejf the
city are kept clean, rubbish and filth
are not allowed to collect,- - and that
the sanitary system is as perfect as
it can be made. Right there j you
have an almost perfect combination.

nit

"Music hath charms to sooty the
savage breast," but'not if it lives In

the next apartment

J

Did yon ever notice that the man
who Insults you Is always bigger than
you

are?

,

about.
Sou t this
t droit
Business .houHf
s
a i.
"
4
i
country are the ones who will be di
rectly benefited and in large measure
uy a lowering oi me preseiu inic.
By the same token, 'they should be
the ones to support this association.

POSTOFFICE DEPARTMENT EXPECTED TO SOON ANNOUNCE
THIS CHANGE

.

postage will prob
ably be inagurated by the United,
States postofflce department as its
next important reform.
This prediction made by prominent
business men who have banded together to demand a new and fairer
rate than that now existing is based
upon developments in the postal department during the past two or
three months.
Early in May Postmaster General
Frank Hitchcock announced that the
annual deficit, which was as high as
$17,000,000 last year, had been wiped
out and that the department this
year would show a surplus of at least
$1,000,000.
Accompanying the an
nouncement came the information
that Mr. Hitchcock's determined efforts to run the department in a
businesslike manner and the cutting
out of unnecessary expenses had
been rewarded by the wiping out of
the balance from the wrong side 'of
the sheet.
Coincident with the announcement
that there would be no deficit this
year, facts were given out by the department which tend to show that an
even greater saving will be effetced
during the coming year. For the past
ten weeks, ending July 1 the department heads have been conducting an
exhaustive series of experiments and
tests at various important postal centers regarding second class maH
matter. At St. Louis, for instance.it
was demonstrated beyond argument
that the government could effect a
great saving by shipping the larger
part of its second class matter in
freight cars rather than in mail cars,
as has been the practice heretofore.
It is intended to begin this month
and monthly
(July) on
publications in the eastern states and
bring them to six main distributing
points in freight cars. The six points
are Cincinnati, Chicago, Kansas City,
St. Louis, St. Paul and Omaha.
It is claimed by St. Louis postofflce
officials that it costs nine cents a
pound to carry mail matter from New
York to St. Louis by the present
methods. Under the now system It
is expected to reduce this to one-hal- f
cent a pound with only one or two
days' delay. At St. Louis alone, according to B. R. Billings", the clerk
in charge of the railway mail service,
the saving to be effected will exceed $SOO,000.
Near the end of May Charles William Burrows, president, and George
T. Mcintosh, secretary, of the National One Cent Letter Postage association, which has its headquarters in
with
'Cleveland, held a- conference
President Taft and later with Postmaster General Hitchcock at Washington and were given cordial assurances of support. Mr. Hitchcock
declared that no' single change appealed to him as of more importance
than the lowering of the present rate
on letter postage. Mr. Hitchcock as
sured Mr. Burrows and Mr. Mcintosh
of his earnest approval of the cam
'
paign they were engaged in.
Washington, during the winter session of congress will, in all probability, be the battleground on which
will be fought out a campaign ' for
one cent postage. It is expected
that much light on the general situation in the postofflce department will
be furnished by the" postal commis
sion appointed to Investigate rates
and methods now prevailing.
.Officers of the National One Cent
Letter Postage associaton claim, and
are ready to prove, that first class
mail matter is producing a profit for
the government of $60,000,000 a year.
With the wiping out of a portion 6f
the loss incident to the parrying gf
second class matterjhy;tt)e jnew pliji1
being worked obt by postoffice bfl'-- ;
cials, therewill be a huge surpls'
in the department's coffers.
who have banded themselves together In this associaton
vigorously claim that this should be
used for lowering existing rates on
semi-monthl- y

n

.

letters.
"Business men have been entitled
to one cent postage for many years,"
declares George T. ' Mcintosh, secretary and treasurer of the National
One Cent Letter Postage association
In a recent address 61 Third Assistant Postmaster General James J.
Britt this gentleman stated:. 'A
proper equalization of postal laws
would easily make It possible to
postage from two cents
to one cent an ounce. " Mr. Britt in
answering the charge that the postmaster general was attacking muckraking periodicals, further stated:
"No honest publisher has anything
4

DREAD OF AN OPERATION
N. Manchester, Ind. Mrs. Eva
of this place, Bays, "I suffered
female misery of every description.
Two doctors attended me, and advised
an operation. I lost weight until 1
weighed only ninety pounds. I dreaded an operation, and, instead, began
to take Cardul. In a short time, I
gained 25 pounds, and feel as well as
I ever did. Cardui, I am sure, saved
my life." Cardui is today used In
thousands of homes, where it relievos
pain and brings back strength and
ambition. It is a woman's medicine,
for women's ailments, and you are
urged to try It for your troubles. Ask
your druggist. He will tell you about
Cardui.

-
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NEW

EXCHANGE
A firm under-

STOCK

YORK

New York, July 13.
tone gave an appearance of strength
to the stock market during the morning session but trading was listless
and movements were email except for
a few issues. Trading was active in
American Beet Sugar and it went up
1
points to 54. Excited dealings in
Porcupine mining stocks on the curb
resulted from news of the disastrous
forest fires in that Bistrlct and prices
dropped abruptly. Bonds were steady.
Piofessional operators found It Impossible to scalp even the merest fractional profit in face of the extreme
dullness and withdrew from the market in disgust The market closed
steady, last sales being as follows:
69
Amalgamated Copper
119
American Beet Sugar
Atchison
....113
134
Denver & Rio Grande, pfd
108
New York Central
160
Reading
122
Southern Pacific
187
Union Pacific
79
United States Steel
118
United States Steel, pfd.

'

LIVERPOOL

COTTON.

Liverpool, July 13. Closing, Cotton
spot in fair demand; prices 9 points
luwer. American middling, fair 8.27;
good middling 7.95; middling 7.73;
low middling 7.53; good ordinary 7.27;
ordinary 7.02. Sales 8,000 bales.
NEW YORK

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, July 13. Huge receipts

CITY LIVE' STOCK

KANSAS

Re-

Kansas City, July
ceipts 4,500. Market steady. Native
steers $5.006.75; southern steers
$3.25G5.00; southern cows and heifers $2.504.OO; native cows and heifers $2.256.40! 'stockers and feed
ers $3.004.85; bulls $2.75G4.50;
calves $4.006.25; western steers
$4.756.25; western cows $2.50
4.50.
Market 5
Hogs Receipts 12,000.
cents higher. Bulk of sales $6.35
6.55; heavy $6.45660; packers and
butchers $6.406.55; lights $6.30
6.55.
Market
3,000.
Sheep Receipts
strong. Muttons $3.504.25; lambs
S6.006.90; fed wethers and year
lings $3.255.75; (fed western ewes
13.-1C- attle

$2.253.75.
CHICAGO

LIVE STOCK

r

here and in the southwest with in
creased arrivals from the northwest
put the wheat market on the down
grade. Cooler weather in the 6pring
crop belt counted also in favor of the
to
bears. September started at 90
and declined to 90. Corn weak$0
ened because of ideal weather condi
tions all over the corn belt. Septem
a cent
ber opened a shade to
to 67
and steadied
lower at 66
around 66. Profit taking sales made
oats appear heavy but purchases on
the part of a leading long brought
about a rally. September started
oft to a sixteenth up at 47 to
47, dropped to 46 and recovered
to 47. Provisions rose with hogs
first sales were 2 to 7 cents higher September deliveries went at
$15.90 for pork, $$.45 for lard, and
for ribs. Wheat closed firm
$S.57
to 1 "cent lower for September.
Corn closed weak with September
lower. Last quotations were as
follows:
DeWheat September
cember
December
Corn, September

Chicago, July 13. Cattle Receipts
4,500. Market slow. Beeves $4.85
7.00; Texas steers $4.606.10; western steers ,$4.755.90; stockers and
feeders $3.005.10; cows and heifers
$2.255.75; calves $5.007.00.
Hogs Receipts 15,000.' Market 5
cents higher. Lights $6.456.87;
mixed $6.406.90; heavy $6.20
Oats, September
6.85; rough $6.206.45; good to
choice heavy $6.456.85; pigs $6.15 ber 48.
Pork, September $16.00.
6.65; bulk of sales $6.556.75.
Lard, September $8.40;
Sheep Receipts 15,000. Market slow
and weak. Native $2.604.65; west- $8.428.45.
ern $3.004.70; yearlings $4.40
$8.55;
Ribs, September
5.50; lambs, antive $4.O07.OO; west, $8.17,
.

92. 66;89;
64.
46;

Decem-

January
January

em $4.507.00.

METAL

BOTH ANXIOUS TO FIGHT
New York, July 13. Lead firm
ST. LOUIS WOOL
Chicago, July 13. Jim Flynn, of
$i.454.50; Standard copper dull;
St. Louis, July 13. Wool Market Pueblo, who ia now in this city, and
SeptemSeptember 12.1212.35;
unchanged. Territory and western me- Carl Morris, the Oklahoma "white
ber $12.1712.37. Silver 53.
diums 1719; flno mediums
hope," will meet in the ring as soon
fine
as some club comes to the front with
NEW YORK MONEY
an offer to stage the contest. That
New York, July 13. Call money 24
ST. LOUIS SPELTER.
much was decided last night, when
2
per cent; prime mercantile pa13. Spelter lower,
St.
July
Louis,
met Morris' manager and disBarber How will you have youi per
Flynn
cent.
dollars
Mexican
per
hair cut, sir?
,v
45 cents.
cussed plana for the bout. From the
$5.52.,
Customer As silently as possible.
present outlook the men will decide
.TIMOTHY RYAN DEAD
the matter of supremacy in an eastNEW YORK COTTON
Waukesha, Wis., July 13. Timothy ern ting, probably In New York.
GOOD REASON
New York, July 13. Cotton, spot E. Ryan, former national democratic
clossed quiet and unchanged. Midd committeeman of Wisconsin, died
Maybe there is nothing but weathuplands $14.25; mldd gulf $14.50. this afternoon after a lingering iller talk in the place that Isn't heaven.
ness.
Sales 2,100 bales.

1617:

1114.
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14 Off

Off

2

On all Ladies Tailored Suits
$8.50 to $17.50

3

36 in. Percale, all shades and
a fine selection af patterns

On all Wool Skirts. Voiles, Serges, Mohairsi Novelties. Your
unrestricted choice.

.

15 per cent off all

Button

Silk

"Kayser"

Glove, any color or size, Regular $1.75 Sweep Price- -

$1.19

ARE YOU FREE

Beautiful Showing of Parasols

Colds.

The seasons newest shapes
and handles. Best quality SilkJ

.V

Inrlierpstinn.

Pains, Constipation, Sour, Stomach,
Dizziness? If you are not, the most
prompt and pleasant
method of getting nd of them is t
take, now and then, a desertsDoon
ful of the ever refreshinc and tnilv
beneficial laxative remedy Svtud
F
o
pi:
orf penna.
vii i up anuJ cjixir
it is
well known throughout the world
as the best of family laxative remedies, because it kcls so gently and
strengthens naturally'thout irritating the system In anyWay. ,'
To get its beneficial effects it is
always necessary to buy the genuine, manufactured bv the California
Fig Syrup Co., bearing the name
or the Company, plainly printed on
the front of every package.
effective,

n

v

AH

at

Off

l-- 3

$2.50 Warner

Rust

Oxfords, Shoes
and Pumps
For Men, Women
Children.

and

.

fabrics , specia.1 y woven for
boys garments, iTges 2 2 to
;
8 years

14

e

;
Union Suits

suits, per gar-

two-piec- e

$2.25 values, now

$1.49

-

$1.89

1--

4

m Everything in the
Garments for Women.
Ready-to-We-

;;

--

te

Off

E. Las Vegas,.

ar

20 per cent discount
Suit

Cases,

on

Traveling Bags

and Trunks.

Store of Quality"
tmm
III
rl m lr
UT
m kh

nam

Off

1-- 3

The line include v genuine
Morrocco, Real Seal, Goat Seal,
Pig Skin, Suede, Moir in all
the
styles ' ,

AvenuefJ

and
ment

Off

No. 305 a splendid model in
all sizesi designed for regular
figures. Clean up Price.

Railroad

65c Balbriggan

1--

Proof

The

17c

two-piec-

Ladies' Silk Hose '
Boy's Wash Suits
Pure, Thread Silk Hose, wide
Boy's Wash Suits of imported
welt,
triple splicing, $2.00 and
and domestic cotton and linen

Hand Bags

51517

Suits and
suits per garment

48c

Corsets

i

On all Laces, Embroideries,
All Overs, Trimmings, Braids,
Galoons and Bandings.

35c Union

loo

16

Off

Boys' Summer Underwear

11c

FRO- M-

liWuii

1-- 3

Manchester Percale

"Since Boozen inherited a million I
suppose he's a worse drunkard than
ever."
.
"Oh! no. He's a dipsomaniac."

1

Reductions in all Departments.' Nothing Held in Reserve.

IT

DID

ii3

JULY

Willie Papa, why do you alwaya
call grandma your mother-in-lawFather Because her motherly advice to your mother always Is a law

t.:

1

TODAxfocOMMERCiAtf

any

nwu

BARBl'MOKE'S

o

"No hlshonest publisher has

thing to hope for."
President
Taft and Postmaster
General Hitchcock are heartily In
favor of one cent postage and it is
understood will. assist
bring It

POSTAGE A NEAR

f

DIVOKCjrt:;

:

to fear from the postofflce depart-

e

The letters of a millionaire com
plaint which form an important ex
hibit in a sensational case in New
York City, involving two young wo
men, differ so radically from the con
vcntional type of correspondence that
is entered on court records' s to make
them unique of their kind.
Instead of the effusive Qualities ex
pected, they are devoid of any terms
o endearment. There is not a "Baby
Bunting" or "Dad and Kid" expres
sion of elderly affection in them, and
In place of oaculatory suggestion
there are homlies on the shams of a
stage careers land catutlons against
the insidious effects of champagne on
the
They exhibit an
almost paternal eoucitude, and except that the counsel given 13
there is nothing in
edly world-wis- e
them to bring a blush to the cheek
of ingenous innocence.
The letters have doubtless disappointed salacious expectation. What
makes them Interesting Is that they
sre so "safe and sane" by contrast
with the ardent effusions of many
tlderly correspondents. This charac
teristic makes them one of the most
notable series of 'letters in the case"
tl.at have been read in court within
recent memory.
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Manleyof

city today..
The Misses Addie and Anna Merrill
have returned from a sojourn to Harvey's upper ranch.
James Whitmore, accompanied by
his wife and baby, left this morning
for his ranch at Casaus.
E. "j., McWenie of the Las Vegas
Roller mills went this afternoon to
Watrous 6a a brief business trip.
Mrs. F. M. Lyon left this afternoon
for Denver, where she will spend
some time as the guest of friends.
Assistant United States Attorney
Herbert W. Clark was in Albuquerque yesterday on government legal
business.
A. M. Blackwell, formerly of the
Gross-Kellcompany, but now in
business In St. Louis, is here on a
brief visit.
Alderman B. F. Forsythe was here
ranch
yesterday evening from his
northeast of the city to attend the
council meeting.
Miss Kate Ashley who had been
visiting at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
W. R. Tipton for several weeks, left
this afternoon for her home In Cripple Creek, Colo.
Attorney W. J. Lucas, president of
the New Mexico Bar assocltalon
spent yesterday in Santa Fe, attend
ing a meeting of the officers of the
association.
F. H. Lancaster of the department
of justice, who had been here on
business before Robert L. M. Ross,
United States land commissioner,
went today to Santa Fe.
J. H. O'RIelly of Albuquerque, gen
eral manager of the Occidental Life
Insurance company, was here today
on a business trip. Mr. O'RIelly left
this afternoon for Raton.
of
Mr. and Mrs. J. van Houten
Raton, who ' have been here on a
brief visit' to' her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Chris Wiegand, will leave to
night for a trip to Holland.
A. L. Gump, O. M. Ward and a
party of other fishermen who had
been camping and whipping the
streams above Mora for several days,
returned to Las Vegas last night.
David Roeenwald left for the east
today. He will visit New York and
other eastern points on a business
trip. Mrs. Rosenwald went as far as
Denver, with him, where she will
visit friends'. '"'
Mrs. F. M. Des Marais and little
son, Mlchell, left last night for
Prince Edward island, where they
will visit; Mrs. Des Marais' mother
and other relatives for several weeks.
of
Mr. and Mrs Reuben Hunker
Salisbury," Mo., who had been the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Hunker and ,Mr, and Mrs. Chester Hun
ker for several weeks, left today for
- 4
!
home.
John' R. Lyons, of Floresville, Tex
a special deputy organizer for Arizo
na and New Mexico of the Woodmen
of the World,;, is in Las Vegas con
ducting a membership campaign for
the local lodge. He will be here
until August 1.
District Attorney Charles W. G.
Ward, Judge Clarence J. Roberts and
George H. Hunker will leave tomorrow morning for Mora. They will be
Joined at that place by Andres Gandert and Estevan Blernbaum, wno
will accompany them on a fishing
trip. The party will be gone until
the first of next week.
y

THEY HIT SOME

IN GOOD OLD
BALLJAYS
BATTERS OF YEARS AGO OFTENTIMES MADE THE PITCHERS
LOOK BAD

Heavy hitting of the early baseball
season caused no end of comment and
old records were looked up and published, but none of those printed to
date appear to have been entirely
correct.

In looking over files back
fiom 1880 the subjoined figures appear to be interesting at this time:
The record for runs is held by the
Chicago National League club, which
beat Louisville 36 to 7 on June 29,
1897. Fred Clarke, now manager of
Pittsburg; Hans Wagner, Tommy
Leach and Deacon
Phillippi were
'
members of the Colonels at that time,
v.hlle Cap Anson led the Cubs. The
Phillies were beaten by Providence
on August 2, 1883, by the score of 23
to 0, which is probably the worst beat
ing a ball club ever received. The
famous Charley Radbourne pitched
for Providence for the tenth consecutive day.
The world's total base batting record Is held by Cincinnati and was
made on September 12, 1888. The Reds
"batted Pitcher Tithley of Pittsburg for
hits
runs and thirty-fou- r
twenty-seve- n
for a total of 54 bases.
The Phillies hold the world's record
for number of hits In one game. Pitcher Wadsworth of Louisville was tho
Tlctim, and the Phillies secured thir
ty-si- x
hits oft his delivery. The game
was played In 1894, and Ed Delehan- ty, Billy Hamilton and Sam Thompson led in the slaughter of the pitcher

Freckle-Fac- e
Mew Remedy That Removes Frecklei

or Costs Nothing
Here's a chance. Mis Freckle-Face- ,
to try a new remedy for freckles with
the guarantee of a reliable dealer that
It will not cost you a penny unless it
removes the freckles, while if it does
juve y" a clear complexion, the expense Is trifling.
Simply get, an ounce of othlne-dou-"b- le
strength, from your druggist and
one night's treatment will show yon
"how easy it is to rid yourself forever
of the homely freckles and get a
Deautiful complexion. Rarely Is more
than one ounce needed for the worst
case.
Be sure to ask your druggist for the
double strength othine as this Is the
only prescription sold under guarantee
oi money back if It fails to remove
ifreckles.

TO BE GIVEN IN

Tra-velin-

STANDING

OPERA HOUSE

HOLIDAY

Company H of the New Mexico National Guard is behind a movement
to make "Governor's Day," during the
coming encampment of the military
forces of the territory on the rifle
rifle range northwest of Las Vegas,
a half holiday. Governor Mills will
be here on that day, accompanied by
his entire staff. He will be the guest
of honor at the camp and will review
the troops. The review will be the
first ever held here in which three
battalions have participated.
This
fact and the presence of the governor
will create in the Itearts of everybody
in Las Vegas a desire to visit the
camp, which has been named "Camp
Mills' In honor of the governor. In
addition arrangements will be made
for a fast game of baseball following
the review of the troops,
Governor's day will be on Wednes
day, July 26. Governor Mills and his
staff will arrive In the city on the
preceding night They will attend a
ball on that evening given in honor
of the soldier boys by The Optic
Following the festivities of "Gov
ernor's Day" a banquet will be given
at the Castaneda for Governor Mills
and staff and the officers of the Na
tional Guard. It is believed the merchants and officials will agree readily
to closing their stores and offices dur
ing the afternoon.
CAUSE OF THE QUARREL

:

I

"What was the cause of your quarrel?" asked the Judge, addressing tlia
lady who wanted a divorce.
"I merely suggested when he complained because the golf club raised
the dues, that he resign and get the
exercise he needed by mowing the
lawn."
"And are you sore that was all?"
"Well, he wanted me to resign from
my domestic science club and take a
course of domestic science in the
kitchen."
AMBIGUOUS QUESTION

THfeOPTIC

fWILL

TO
BE HOST
THE SOLDIERS OF THE FIRST
REGIMENT

The

Optic

today arranged

with

Messrs. Duncan and Browne, managers of the Duncan opera house, for
the use of the theater auditorium on

the n'ght of Tuesday, July 25, for
The Optic's big military bail In honor of the visiting soldiers of the
First Regiment, New Mexico National'' Guard.
The ball is to be a brilliant affair,
exceeding the first one given two
years ago; when the guardsmen attended the biennial encampment
here. The Optic is to foot the bill
forv everything, even to the chartering of special trolley cars to convey
the guardsmen to and from the rifle
range on the night of the dance.
While the affair will be in honor
of the, soldier boys, The Optic extends a cordial invitation to all
townspeople to attend and assist it
in making the occasion a soctaV
success and one to be long remembered by the visiting guardsmen.
Every detail will be looked after bj
The Optic. Excellent music will b
provided, punch served and magnificent souvenir programs distributed

INTEREST INTENSE
IN COMING GAMES
LAS VEGAS FANS HOPING AND
PRAYING IT WON'T RAIN SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
So much interest is being taken in
the games between the Maroons and
Albuquerque, which are scheduled for
Saturday and Sunday, that the fans
have begun scanning their almanacs
and all the weather forcesast to as
sure themselves that rain will not in
Fair
terfere with the proceedings.
weather is predicted on those two
days and everybody who has any red
blood in his veins is hoping the weath
er man has the proper dope on the
situation.
It would do the fans' hearts good
at
to witness the dally workouts
are
Maroons
The
Amusement park.
showing unexpected class. Wilson ia
working regularly on first and Arce
the new recruit, is scooping 'em up
in the vicinity of second. Lockhart
and Smith are alternating between
the pitcher's box and short stop while
Angel is doing the stunts on the third
corner. This Is strongest iniieiu line
un the team has had this year. The
boys are all hitting tho ball hard dur
ing batting practice and will be In
shape to give Padilla's Graya an in
teresting day's battle.
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CARSON COMPADRE
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Price $2,500
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An effort is being made to kill off
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The Investment and Agency Corporation
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FTATE
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LOANS
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Pet
.616

31

31
32
42
47
56

American League
Clubs
W. L.
52 24
Detroit
49 26
Philadelphia
New York
40 35
Boston
40 36
38 35
Chicago
Clevealnd
37 42
Washington
27.50
'.
St. Louis
20
55

.605
.592

r-j

at

.581

TAUPERT'S

.568
.425
.365

Jeweler

.243

lersl

Parisian

2,000 lbs.

.526

1,000

or More, Each Delivery
lbs. to 2,000 lb. Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
B0 lbs. to 200 lbs
Each Delivery
Less Than 60 lbt Each Delivery

.521
.468
.351
.267

$rst-clas-

s

""""FIRE INSURANCE

.

the grass in the Castaneda lawn in
order that ft may be started next
year and freed fro the rank growth

of dandelions. No water has been
put on the lawn this spring, but the
rains have come so regularly that
the grass and the dandelions, are syil
flourishing.

lbs.
lbs.

20o per 100
25c per 100
SOo per 100
40c per 100
SOo

lbs.
lbs.

100 lbs.

per

AGUA PUR A COMPANY

YESTERDAY'S GAMES
National League
St Louis 13; Boston 6, first game;
St. Louisf 6; Boston 6, second game,
celled tenth inning account of darkness.
Cincinnati 0; Philadelphia 5.
Brooklyn 5; Chicago 3.
Pittsburg 3; New York 4.

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
a
1.!

most

If it may be termed a science

American League
Boston 3: Chicago 6: first came:
Boston 1; Chicago 2; second game.
Cleveland 4; Washington 3.
Detroit 9; Philadelphia 0. '
New York 12; St Louis 2.

The '"
Science of
Selling

:

Last year President Frank H. H.
Roberts of the Normal was swamped
with applications from Las Vegas
families for the services of girls who
desired to work for their room and
board while attending school. So far
this year there have been no appli
cations. Last year Dr. Roberts had
few girl students who desired to
work. This year he has some who
are willing to take positions. To date
there are four on the list The girls
will be here for the opening of school
in September and Dr. Roberts will
be glad to hear from any Las Vegas
housewives who desire their services.

a means of presenting the

include

'

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in

Farms

the southwest use the

OPTIC
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WANT COLUMNS
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Get Wise on Gloves

I

You know It's expraaiv
to buy cheap glove.
They soak through with steam, water and oil-- -r
den after wetting don't protect your ban da.
are the moat conotntcal
They wear longest and feel beat. Etaen
rmth'aCelebratedHorae-ide used intbetniaatcam,
cinder and beat proof.

COULD NOT WRITE
Versailles, Ky. Mrs. Ellsh Green,
of this place, says, "I could not write
all the different pains I had, when I
first tried Cardui. I could scarcely
walk. Now I am able to run the sewing machine and do my work; and
my neighbors tell me the medicine
must be good, for I look so much better." Cardui Is a specific,
tonic remedy, for women. In
past 50 years. It has been found to
relieve women's unnecessary pains,
and female misery, for which over a
million suffering women have success
fully used It Try Cardui for your
troubles. It will help you. At the
nearest drug store.

i

I
1

"Asbesfol" Gloves
For Railroad Men
art perfect because thy never itlffra from wetting or
hnvelfrom heat. Wwa tlcm with aoap ud water. They
Btired with linen thread lock stitched
tney "statMJ the etrmin." The sr
rorth
ort Ihu ether gloves but

Casbestol
HORSE

it

Mvnesiei."

rt

mouian

tisvc then ted u hla name. W
win see yon are supplied snd
acuQ
Mnaj time soMnr.
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Glove Co.

CHICAGO

FOR SALE
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Aak your dealer for the genuine

EISENDRATH'S
CELEBRATED

B Y

WHOLESALERS OP

t

Clothing, Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, Hats, Caps & Gloves

IAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.
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Interest Paid on. Time Deposits
OUR DEPOSITORS
come from every walk of life. Rich and poor

'

deposit their money at this Savings Bank.

Hat Blockers
31

-

RETAIL PRICES

,653
.533

and

'e'liave

Optician

Pot
.684

Hat

Cleaned an Blocker with us
for a short time. .' Felt,
a
ancl Straw Hats cleaned
and blocked satisfactorily.
We call for and deliver the
goods.

THIS IS JUST
AS IT SHOULD BE
'

'

Pan-lam-

Part Cash, Balance on Time
Let tis show you.

Drug-auT-

NO MORE

Denver, July 13. Jesse W. Elliott,
a pioneer mine operator of Colorado
and Utah, and one of Kit Carson's
Indian exterminators, is dead at' Salt
Lake Ctly. Death was due to heart
disease. Mr. Elliott was a native of
Indiana. In 1862 he enlisted in the
First Regiment, New Mexico volunteers, ' under Colonel Carson, and
served until 1865.

"

the yard.

l)tnrlra.

.3

homes on
One of the newest prettiest, most modern
in front and in
he hill Three full lots, cement sidewalks

L.
28
30

There Isn't anything much more
than a serious man trying
humorous
Prevention against typhoid will
to
be
funny.
Com
be afforded those 'members of
panjr II who' desire immunity, by Dr,
H. M. Smith this evening. Dr. Smith,
who is a surgeon on the reserve
list of the United States army medi
cal examiner for the New Mexico
National Guard, will be at the ar
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
mory this evening at 8 o'clock. All
members of the company are expect Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building job Woik a Specialty.
ed to be present. They will be vac
Opposite Optic.
clnated with the typhoid preventa Phone Main 336.
tive, quantities of which have been
sent to every company In the First
'
Regiment.

A number of Interesting talks are
being made before the students of
the Normal summer school by local
physicians. Yesterday Dr F. Mr. Des
Marais gave an instructive talk. He
told the students of the responsibili
ty which rests upon them the re
Two is a company unless they are
sponsibility of educating their home
husband and wife.
folk and neighbors in better care of
health and the avoidance of disease
Dr. Des Marias told the students to
MOTHER GRAY S
lend all their assistance in the en
SWEET
POWDERS
forcement of quarantine regulations
FOR
inCHILDREN,
avoid
the
to
jthus
spread
,pf
and
....
A OwuinBal !l (or F v r rl all n
"
'
II i ail itrh in,
.('nmipiuian,
r,
fectious, and contagious diseases.
Hiomcx-l- i
Do
Tronblci, Trrlhliia
you
.wink?,
Reggie
T.
Dr."
Francis'
afternoon
Dturi!
.ii
Tomorrow
"
' '
do
Tharnrcnk
Worm.
de
What
t;Mlss
Smyth
p'nl.l
TradsMark. In 94 boura, At all
SliuUj
make himself mucli B. Fest 'will address I the studentf
, Don't accept Sample maitad VKKK. AiMiwmi jf"
n.
L
eo
Personal
'Hy
a woman by her upon, the subject,
Srviuitu, Roy, N.J.
Reggie Ishoiild say: f Do you wol; tnyMiDsminav
ler skate? .'XMUs d Syth recovers
glene."
,,.'.
from her shnnV

ITU"

National League
.
Clubs
W.
45
Chicago
Philadelphia
...46
New York
45
43
Pittsburg
42
St. Louis
31
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
,...27
18 '
Boston

Frank Revell,

,

A man can
getter looking
Sjiarrying him.

-

Sets, Fltvsks, Drinking Cups,
Cigarette Cases, Match Boxes,
Stamp Boxes, etc.

g

OF THE CLUBS

I

MOVEMENT ON FOOT TO CLOSE
LAS VEGAS STORES AT NOON
ON JULY 26

,

Si

?..

Before You Start on Your Vacation Trip, We Would Like
lo Show You Our Line of Vacation Articles, such as

BASE BALL

Wat-rou- a

were among the vislton In the

The man who doe the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
nd why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility la never
lost sight of for a moment
In prescription filling. Every
prescription
our
leaving
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

-

?

GOVERNOR'S DAY MILITARY BALL IS

!.fiF,RS0NALS:
V.

-

M

.

4.

MnnfvMrt.

THufe&fjlSx

Your Patronage is Solicited.

i

.

for everybody should save money. ' When your
money is here, it is not only being saved, but is
invested, draws interest and, in the course of
time, makes a little profit that adds more than a
little to your capital.

US

VEGAS SAVHIDS BflHIC
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Estray Advertieement
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advsrtlsement
Notice U hereby given to whom ill Notice Is hereby given to whom It
LOBBY
Notice la hereby given to whom It Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de may concern that the following de-- may concern that the following de may concern that the following de.
8H0RT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
scribed estray animal was taken up by
uumu wwuhu ui u
cnina
niWMI
rttm l Luna. N. M. stnDeuesiray uimu was .umenupoj scribed estray animal was taken up by John J. A. Martin. Socorro, N. M.
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
HE
BEST
m
Jack Cleghorn, White Oaks, N. M.
"annon, Meirose.
One black Mexican horse. H
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... . A
I
I
1
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fIV..ri..
.
UUU
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One dark sorrel, nine yean
Mlvm iu
I
it VUV U1VWU
7 VLT
Old.
pony, about 7 years old, 7003.
' i vcare oia, 13 nanus nigo, oiaze race, old. about 850 lbs., about 11 hands
RrandMl
P"""l
Branded
'
Iwoight about 950 pounds.
high.
On right hip
On left hip
SOCIETY AND
Branded
"ranaea
Said animal being unknown to iuu
"
marks
Ear
J--l
f
On left shoulder
On left' shoulder
Board, unless claimed by owner on of
i-Jl
before July 29. 1911. said date being 10
Sald anmai bang unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to tms
brothers always welcome to the
UOlUK
oaiu
auiiuai
un&nown to una CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
adBoard, unless claimed by owner on or Beard, unless claimed by owner on or Voard, unless claimed by owner on or
days after last appearance of this
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W. O. Wood,
A.
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vertisement. said estray wm De oia ,
,a 1Q11 a,A
vln, m before July 29, 1911, said date being 10 before Aug. 1, 1911, said date being 10
David Flint, chief of records and
i
munication first and
owner wueu iuuuu.
"J mier iasi appearand ui mis au days after last appearance of this ad aayg. after last appearance of thia ad
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
third Thursday In each
collector of wampum.
said estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N. M. vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement,
month. Viitlng broththis
Board
for
the benefit of tbe
First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, '11. b.. tnis Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
ner when found.
ers cordially invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
owners when found.
owner when found
ATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
H.
William
Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuaueraue. N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Estray Advertisement
Secretary.
i
Sporleder,
u,
w
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AT
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12, last pub. July 22, '11
pub.
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Brothers
pub.
July
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July
are cordially invited. Q.
was
taken
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up by
scribed estray
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estray Advertisement
D. Lucero, Chaperito, N. M.
H.
Exalted Ruler; D W.
Hunker,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR RegNotice is hereby given to whom it
To-w:i One
sorrel horse 5 to 6
Estray Aavertisetnert
Estray Advertisement
AVP
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v.
Condon,
.yi
Secretary
Notice lv hereby (tlven to, whom it
Notice Is hereby given to whom li may concern that the following de- years old, white, about 14 hands)
mav concern that the following de may concern that the following de cribed estray animal was taken
day in each month at Ma
by
up
Branded
scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up If A. J. Byrne, Des
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. c. u- - F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesMoinee, N. M,
Optic' Number, Main 2.
On left hip
Brown & Morrisson, Lucia, N. M.
Rafael Valdez, Wagon Mound, N. M.
Re
day evenings each month, at FraOne sorrel pony, 10 years Boucher, S. C; Cha. Tamme,
Said animal being unknown to uua
One bay mare about 16
One sorrel mare.
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ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
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will be sold
vertisement, said
ROYAL ARCH MA80NS Regular
Said animal being unknown to this
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shoulder
On
shoulder
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Ward, Secretary.
the benefit of the
convocation first Monday
Board, unless claimed by1 owner on or
line. No ad to occupy less space than owner when found.
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each
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at
before
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Aug. 1911, said date being 10
CATTLE SANITARY
BOARD.
two lines. All advertisements chargKM
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being
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m. J. ' A. Rutledge, H.
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Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on o vertisement, said estray will be sold
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before July 29, 1911, said date being 10 before July 29, 1911, said date being 10 by this Board for the benefit of the
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building. Visiting members are corAdvertisement
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secretary.
of this ad- last
after last appearance pfthls ad owner when found.
dially invited. W. R. Tipton. O. K.;
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Martinez, $22.40; lot 36. Southwest- Damaeio Gallegos. $20
lot 11, 21, Alfred Noletter $20 each; lots 23. each; lota 27, 28, A. J. WerU, $20 Co.. $10; lota B, C, W. E. GorUier tlonal and Grand avenues and exern Building & Loan Association, $20; Adolph Teitlebaum, $20;each;
lota 12, 13,
$20 each; lots A. 19, Mrs. Anna M. tending
A. O. U. W. R. E. & I., $20 each. each.
thenoe north 50.S feet J.
ity or la eaid sewer dlstrtc
lots 37, 38 Southwestern Building & Manuel F. Bustos, $20 each; lot 15, 24,Sec 6. The lota and yieces
Block 50; lots A, B, fronting 60 feet Shout $2X) each; lota D. E. F., George M. Rentier, $40.32.
of land
ting on the line ot said sewer, or so Loan association, $20 each ; & piece of Seneca T. Kline.
A pieoe of land on the southwest
$20; lots 16, 17. in the Blandhard & Co's addition are Margaret Burns, $18; lot C fronting A. Fleming. $20 each; lota 20, 21, Fred
"rwio as 10 be. in
30 feet Ambroelo Sandoval, $24: lot Westerman, $20 each; lota 22, 23, 24, corner of National avenue
opinion land fronting 60 feet on south side of fronting 50 feet on Railroad avenue. assessed as follows:
t tie eaid City Council, thebenefited
and Eighth
National avenue, being the rear sixty Mary tolville, $40; lots 18, 13, front75 feet on Eighth
Hlock 5, lots 1, 2, 3, Marie Sellar D, fronting 30 feet J. B. Logan, $24; 25, 26, 27, Mutual Improvement Co, street fronting
by the construction thereof- feet of lota 87, 38, E. N. Wild, $48.
50 feet oa National avenue and a
lot
TerriE.
H.
lota
30
29.
ing
F.
28,
unknown, fronting
$20 each; lota 4, 5, 6.
feet, $24. $20 each;
dark, street. First Methodist Episcopal
NOW THEREFORE,. Bs'lT ORA. G. Zummach. part thereof fronting 50 feet on Rail- Bullard,
mock 20, lots
Sec 9. The lots and pieces of land $20 each; lots 30, 31, 32, J. H. York, church, $60.
of New Mexico. $20 each; lot 7,
DAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL $20 each; lots 3, 1,4, 2,Mrs. Hulda
Rosen road avenue, Seneca T. Kline, $80; tory
A piece ' of land beginning at a
A. A. Jones, $20; lot 8, unknown, $20; in the Riedlinger addition are assess- $20 each; lots 33, 34, 35, and south
CITY F LAS VEGAS' NEW thal, $20 each; lota 5, 6, 7, $20
lots 20, 21, 22, 23, 24. 23. 26. 27. 28. lots 9, 10, First National Bank of Las ed as follows:
lot
36, M. M. Padgett, $70.
of
119.3 feet from the
each;
half
point
southwest
MEXICO
lot 8, fronting 100 feet on Grand ave 29, Kate Wright, $20 each; the rear
LoU 1, 2, 3. Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal
Sec 14. The lota and pieces of corner of National avenue and Eighth
120 each; lots 11, 12, Monte- Sec 1. That each of the following nue, Lydia M. MoNair and Constance
feet
20 fronting 75 feet on flora Congregation, $20 each; lots 13, $20 each; lota 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, J. C. land in the Buena Vista addition, are street and fronting thence west 40
of
lot
lota and pieces of land auuta on the U" Parsons, $80; lots 9, 10, 11, 12,
National avenue, Kate Wright $60: u 15. 16. R. B. Rice, $20 eacn; ions Schlott, $20 each; lota 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, assessed aa follows:
feet on south aide of National aventie
ne of the eaid sewer to be construct- dia M. McNair and Constance Ly
L. lot
Mr M. Solt, $20; lots 31, 32,
Block 43, lots 6, 7, Dove Wilson and Henry Goke, $32.
lots 14, 15. 16, 17, 18, W. E. Critee, $20
17, 18, Alice H. Rice, $20 each;
ed In the eaid portion or district of Parsons, $20 each; lots 13, 14. 15, 16, Kate30,
Wright $20 each, lot 33. Jno. 19. 20, 21, Joseph Wight, lota 22, 23, each;- - lots Id, 20, 21, Anna E. Mayer, Esther Robblns, $20 each; lots 8, 9, A piece of land beginning at a point
tne wty of Lea Vegas, New Mexico, fronting 100 fee on Main avenue. J. Robosser,
$20 each; lots 22, Chas. Mayer, $20; J. C. & Marvina Johnsen, $20 each; 159.3 feet from the southwest corner
$20; lot 34, First Nation-a- l
"
or is bo near to the line of the eaid ArchbiRhop J. B. Pitaval, $80; a piece
C W. Ml", " ana
bank of Las Vegas, $20; loU 35, 24,Sec
lota 23, 24, Mrs. L. D. Coleman Rus- lota 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, A. H. Whlt of National avenue and Eighth strop'
wuu
ui
6.
iota
The
pieces
sewer as to be, In the opinion of the of land on the east side of Fifth at., ai. 38, h.
$20 each.
In the Lucero aacuuon are nwwom' sell, $20 each; lots 25, Z6, unknown, more, $20 each; lota 15, 16, 17. P. R. and fronting thence west 37. 2 feet on
said City Council, benefited by the street beginning at the alley between Block 32, lotcolvin.
$20 each.
'
1,
Page, $20 each; lot 18 and south half the south side of National avenue,
Teitlebaum, as follows:
construction thereof, and each and Main and National avenues and front- $20; lota 2, 3, Mrs.Adolph
G. M. Roberts, $20
Sec. 10. The lota and pieces of land of lot 19, Mrs. Louisa R. Layton, $30 Las Vegas Savings bank, $29.76.
1. lot 1. Thos. F. Clay, $20;
Twv
every one thereof Is therefore bereby In g 50 feet south from said alley, Mrs, each; lot 4, Adolph Teitlebaum, $20;
A pieoe of land beginning at a
V. Hedgcock, $20 each; in the Pablo Baca addition are assess north half of lot 19 and all of lot 2J,
point
asset eu me amount hereinafter be Hulda Rosenthal, $40; lots 17, 18, F. lots 5, 6, Vidal Salazar, $20 each; lot lota 2, 3. C. E.
30 ed aa follows;
Frank Peppard, $30; lota 21, 22, 23 196.5 feet from the
fronting
Raywood,
southwest corner
Emma
4,
lot
signaled, euch amount being the pro- - O. Blood, $20 each; lot 19, 20, Alex 6. Kate Wright. $20: lots 7. 8. 9. Alex
D.
42.5
L.
Mrs.
Coleman
C
Block B; lots
feet,
Russell, $20 each of National avenue and
fronting
lota 5. 6. fronting 37 feet,
street
Block 44. lota , 7. Mrs. R, Flint and fronting thence ewstEighth
iruouate ironuoot share of each of Levy, $20 each; lots 21, 22, 23, Clin' ander McElroy, $20 each; lots 10, 11, Chas. S94!
37.9 feet on
Ilfeld $29.60; lot designated as Mrs. Mattie Green, $34; lot 1, frontsuch lot and pieces of land of the ton A. Browning, $20 each.
lots 8, 9, 10, 11, H. G. Coors the south side of National avenue.
12, Victorino Abeytla, $20 each; lot O
50 feet, Mrs. Mattie Green, $40; $20 each
fronting 60 feet on National ave ing.
total cost of constructing the said
Block 21, south 120 feet of lots 1, 2, 13, Genoveva
lota 2, 3, 4, Mateo Lujan $20 each; $20 each; lota 12, 13, 14, Emma Ad .nir. r.. cj. ua Marten, t3U.3Z.
$20; lota 14, 15, nue from the is. w. corner vi
sewer within the portion or district 3, fronting 75 feet on Main avenue, 16, 17, 18, 19, J.Valdez,
V. Griswold, $10 each.
A. C. Erb, $20 each; lots Ion, $20 each: the west 84 feet of lota
A piece of land beginning at a point
al and Eighth, Bessie Cavanaugh, $48. lota 5, 6,
of the said city above described.
$60; the north 40 feet of lots 1, 2. 3.
Block 33,; lots 1. 2, Rokeby Realty
7. 8, Jos. M. Sundt 7, 8, C. B. Fitch, $20 each; Iota 9, 10, 15. 16. 17, 18, . fronting 84 feet on 234.4 feet from the southwest corner
lota
Block
2;
Sec. 2. The lots and pieces of fronting 40 feet on Fifth street, Mrs, Co., $20 each; lot 3, H. J. Franklin
rih: lot 9. A. A. Sena, $20; lot 11. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, Mary C. Washington avenue, D. T. Hosklns, of National avenue and Eighth street
land in the Lopez or Zion Hill addi- Hulda Rosenthal, $32; lots 4, 5, 6, $20; lots 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, Lydia J. Hous
44 $67.20; the east 60 feet of lots 15. 16, and
A. A. Sena, $20; lot 11. Mrs. Dunlap, $20 each; lot 50 fronting
fronting thence west 34.4 feet on
Mrs.
10,
tion are assessed as follows:
Mrs.' Jeanette C. RIchley, $20 each ton, $20 each; lots 5, 6, Adolph Teitle13, 14, feet, Mary C. Dunlap, $35.20; lot 51 17, 18, fronting 60 feet on Washing- south side of National avenue. Anna
12,,
lots
$20;
S.
Hodson,
Block 13 A; lota 1, 2, 3. 4, owned lots 6, 7, 8, Mrs. O. B. Williams, $20 baum, $20 each; lota 11, 12, heirs of Liny
C.
ton
H. Sohirmer, $48: lots Yoakum, $27.52.
avenue,
fronting 44 feet, Marion Winters,
zu, zi,
by Belden & Mills, $20 each; lot 5, each; lots 9, 10, 11, 12, Mrs. O. B. Wil Louia Ransom $20 each; lota 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
A piece of land beginning
$25.20; lot 18, Marlon Winters, $20; 22, 23, Chas. Greenclay, $20 each
at a
each.
$20
owned by Mrs. B. Danziger, $20; lot Hams and Mary Frances Jones. $20 Mrs. lxra Butler, $20 each; lota 15, 16,
E. D. Raynolds, $20
Block 45, lots Vt. 6, 7, 8, 62
feet point 268.8 feet from the southwest
7. The lots and pieces of land lots 19, 20. 21, 22,
Sec.
zo owned by Mrs. Minnie Clay, $20; each; lots 13 ,14, 15, 16, H. J. Ryan, Joseph O. Brown, $20 each.
M.
Hallet
Wm.
lots
25,
lot
23,
24,
of
26,
$50;
6,
Ray
corner
Greenberger,
of
each;
National avenue and EUhth
Six Building lots
the west 12 feet of lot 21, owned by $20 each: lots 17, 18, Hortense A, Block 34; lota 11. 12, I. K. Lewis, n the Thirty
nolds, $20 each; lots 27, 28, 29, 30, F. Hetzler, $10; lots 9, 10, Jno. Ron-bin- street and fronting thence west 155.3
32
lota
$20
Mrs.
$20
31,
Mrs. Minnie E. Clay, $9.60; lots 21, Ruby, $20 each: lots li, 20, Lydia' M, $20 each; lot 13, Shlloh Colored Bap
Hulda
lota
12,
13,
Bena
14,
each;
Ilfeld,
11,
each;
feet on the pouth side of National ave
Block 24A: lota 17, 18. Mrs.
20 each: lots ,21. 22, 23. 24, tist church, $20;
22, 23, 24, owned by American Chris McNair.
and north half of 33, Simon Bachar Ike Bacharach, $20 each; lota 15, 16, nue, Henry Goke, $124.24.
lot 14, Unknown, Rosenthal, $20 each; lots
on
150
C.
Fifth street, $20; lots 15, 16, Chas. W. Allen, $20 32
23, ach and H.
tlan Missionary society. $20 each. north 50 feet fronting
feet on Washing
Ilfeld, $50; south half 17, 18, fronting
A piece of land frontlne on north.
J. C. Sohlott, $20 each; lots 22,
Block 14, lots 1. 2, owned by A., A. Helen C. Koehle $40; middle 50 feet each: lots 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, S. D. May,
Kckw of lot 33 and all of 34, 35, 36, Simon ton avenue, H. G. Coors, $120; lots side of Douglas avenue,
30, heirs of W. G. and Clara
beginning at
29,
Jones, $20 each; a piece of land on of seme lots fronting on Fifth street, $20 each; lot 22, Ignaclo Valdez, $20. i
on
lrrfs 24. 25. 26, 31, Mrs, Bacharach, $70; lot D, N. one half, 19, 20, 21, Frank Peppard, $20 each; a point 128 feet from northwest cor
the west side of Seventh street, be O W. Hereford 40; south 50 feet ot Sea 4. The lota and pieces of land L D. Coleman Russell, $20 each; lots Simon Bacharach, $7.40; S. one half lots 22, 23, Sarah E. Atkins, $20 each. ner of Douglas avenue and Elghthi
and Esther Robblns,
Dove Wilson
Block 46, lots 6, 7, A. A. Jones, $20 street and
fronting on Fifth street, in the Las Vegas Town Co's addition 33. 34, 35. 36. Effle J. Brown
ginning at the alley between Main some
runlng thence west 28
- $7.40.
and Douglas avenues and fronting 44 F""v Ptrrmioa, $40.
are assessed aa follows:
each; lots 8, 9, W. H. Shaffer, $20 reet,
, $22.40.
25, lots 7. Z, Mrs.
Block
D.
11
E.
H.
P.
3,
lots
1;
of
Block
1,
2,
20
lots
and
feet of lot
10,
Block 22. lot 5, Heirs
feet on Seventh street owned by Mrs.
A piece of land fronting on north
Block 8; the east part of lot 1, hurst, $20 each; lot 3, !, b. r.
Raynolds, each;
lots
on
4, 5, Florence Lehmann
Tam $20 each;
north side. Investment & Agency side of Douglas avenue beginning at
Emma Raywood, $35,20; lots 3, 4, Browne, $20: lots 6, 7. Mrs. Johanna fronting 25 feet on Railroad avenue
$20 each; lot 4. Mrs. Emma
6 and south half of lot corporation, $36: 5 feet on soutih side a
owned b - F. H. Pierce, $20 each; lots R. Vollmer. $20 each; lot 8, Mrs. L. J, from the corner of Railroad avenue ring,
7. 8, Mrs. Annie Hart $20 each; lot
point 156 feet west from northwest
lota
$20;
me,
7, D. J. Leahy, $30; north half of lot of lot 11 and all of lot 12. Lydia M. corner of
5, 6, owned by D. T. Hosklns, $20 Perrlne, and Jno, W. Jones, $20; lot and Douglas avenue, Mrs. Hulda RoDouglas avenue and Eiehth
J20 each: lots 9, 10, 13, 14, Wal 7
and all of lot 8.' Mrs. Rosanna Roth McNair, $24; the east one half of lots street, and running thence west 46
each; lots 7, 8, owned by Mrs. Paul- 9. Mrs. Permelia T. Bromagen, $20; senthal, $20; the east part of lots 2, 3, do C. Twitchell. $20 eacr; lots 11.
Ws
75
on
10,
9,
Vincent
11,
13,
Truder
14,
feet
$30;
each.
$20
geb,
m
Wa&hlu;
Tw'tnTnell.
;
v.
ine Graaf, $20 each; lots 9, 10, owned the north 25 feet of lot 10, fronting fronting 50 feet on Railroad avenue.
fronting
reet k.
and Alice R. Long, $36.80,
.i r
'The lots and pieces of land $20 each; lots 12, 13, 14, 15, A. M ton avenue; F. E. Olney, $60; the west A piece of land frontine on north
by Mrs. Earl M. Herzog, $20 each; 25 feet, Charlotte Grost: the25 south Mrs. W. W. Rawlins, $40; the
Sec.8.
50
75
feet
$20
lots
one
17,
10.
Roblna
addition
of
frontine
half
lota 13, 14, fronting
Adler,
16,
each;
west nurt of lots 1, 2, 3, fronting
side of Douglas avenue beginning at
lots 11, 12, 13, 14, owned by Mrs. R part, of lot
in the Hill Site Town Co's
J. Smith Pontlous, $20 each; lota 50, feet on Washington, $60; tie east 50 a
Flint, $20 each; lots 15, 16, owned by on Mam avenue, ueorge m. Hun- fppt on Douelas avenue from the al are assessed as follows.
point zuz reet west of the north
nd
1, 52, 53, fronting 112.5 feet Cecillo feet of lots 15, 16, 17, fronting 50 feet west corner of
1
,.
V. E. Olney, $20
ley between Railroad and Grand ave
Investment & Agency corporation $20 ker, $20: lot 11. D. Winternltz
Douglas avenue and
tv 01. w,
..
mm
Rosenald, $90; lots 54, 55, 56, front on Washington avenue, Mrs. EmmaD, Eighth street and running thence west
each; lots 17, 18, heirs of Augusta Charles Ilfeld. $20; lot 12. u. Win- nue. John Shank, $40: lot 4, Mrs.
ing 92 feet, W. J. Pochel, $73.60; lot Burks, $40; the center 60 feet of lots 42 feet, W. G. Ogle, $33.60.
Crane, $20 each; lot 19, Adeline Smith 12. fronting 25 feet on Seventh (street. T.ydla M. McNair, $20: lot 5, M. W.
14.
13.
Charts Prowne. $20; lots 6, 7. Janet Ross,
15.
lots
A piece of land fronting on north
t.-- o
25; south n 18; Emeline Rosenthal ,$20; lots 19, 15, 16, 17, 18, fronting 50 feet on
CUstraD.
i
$20; lots 20, 21, Mrs. Ida M. Jones, $20;
t
avenue, C. H. Stewart, side of Douglas avenue, beginnlne at
Robhins. $20 ' each'. lots 16. $20 each; lots 8, 9, 10, Bacharach feet 9 Inches of lot. 7 and north one 20, W. N. Rosenthal, $20 each; lots Washington
$20 each; lot 22, Alice R. Long, $20; C.
lot 23, Montgomery Bell, $20; lot 24 of H. P. Browne. $20 each: the north Brothers. $20 each; lot 11. D. C. Duel half of lot 8. Southwestern B""dln 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, A. H. Harris, $2G $40; 'the west 50 feet of lots 15, 16, east boundary of public school grounds
each; lots 26, 27. H. G. Coors, $20 17, 18, fronting 50 feet on Washing and running thence east 41 feet, Mrs.
Mrs. Olivia January and Mrs. Lockle part of lots 1, 2. 3. s4. frontlnsr 107 feet $20: lots 12. 14, 15, 16, 17, O. L.
$25; lots 9,
Tan association,
heli-lots 28, 29, Mrs. Lena Teitle ton avenue, Chas. Ilfeld, $40; lot 19, F. Elston, $32.80.
$20
of H. P. Browne. Houghton and Frank Springer,
B.
on
each;
street
Sixth
?.
Eugenlo
of
$20.
Etter,
and one halt
A piece of land fronting on north
Westerman, $20; gos. $50; lots 23. 24. Bessie .laira. - baum, $20 each; lots 30, 31, A. O. Chas. Ilfeld, $20; lota 20, 21, A. A.
Block 15; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Jefferson $85.60: the south' part of lots 1, 2. 3. 4, each; lot. 13. Erb
Wheeler, $20 each; lota 32, 33, front- Jones, $20 each; lots 22, 23, E. L. side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
Raynolds, $20 each; lots 5, 6, I. H. & fronting 43 feet on Sixth street, First part of lots 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, fronting each; lots 25, 26, 27. h. t
lV;'
3 feet on the north side of Lincoln .nn
ing 69 feet 5 Inches, D. Wlnternitz, Hammond, $20 each.
v. 1, mith lfi xeet anu
W. H. Rapp, $20 each; undivided one- - Baotist church $35.40.
point ZsS feet weet from northwest
Block 47: lots 6, 7, and north half corner of Douglas avenue and Eighth
00 n 1? Forsvthe. $13.40: $55.60.
third of lot 7, heirs of Clara Koogler, Block 23: lots 1. 2. 7.M. A. Otero, avenue from the alley between Rail
I.
road and Grand avenues; Sarah E.
s
of lot 7, $20 each; lots 3, 4. 5, 6, 20 Investment
$6.67; undivided
northS feet 3 inches of lot 2 all Block 2; lot 2, Mrs. Hulda Rosen of lot 8 Jno. Elliott, $50; south half street and running thence west 202
each; lots
$60; part of lots 18. 19, 20, 21, of lot 29. and the south 8 feet of lot thal $20; lots 3, 4, Isidor Gallegos, of lot 8 and all of lots 9, 10, Andrew feet. Board of Education of the Ciiv
C. V. Hedgcock, $13.34; lots 8, 9, 10, It-- Agency corporation.
Whltmore. $20
25 feet on the north side
.r... $20 each; lot 5, A. A. Jones, $20; lots Devine, $50; lots 11, 12, 13, 14, Rich of Las Vegas, $161.60.
uio
30 Mary S. Marsn,
Douglas Avenue Building company, 8. 9. Mrs. Harriett12. Jas. H. Hunter 22, fronting avenue
6. 7, B. F. Forsythe, $20 each; lots ard Davidson, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17,
of "Lincoln
A piece of land frontine on south
10,
11,
lots
each:
beginning at a 16 feet, of lot 30 and all or khs ai,
$20 each; lots 11, 12, San Miguel Na
of 14 TKiint 100 feet from the alley between
8, 9, 13, 14, Browne & Manzanares, $20 13, H. C. Smith, $20 each; lots 19, side of Main street,
at en sr.
Benedict. $52.80.
tlonal bank, $20 each; lots A, B, C, S20 each: lot 13 and west hair
Wirma
half Railroad and Grand avenues and run- ' ewv 35: lots 1. 2. Chas. H. Spor- - each; lots 10, 11, Mrs. J. J. Gilchrist, 20, 21, Geo. P. Hile, $20 each; lots boundary of Douglasbeginnlne
avenue publ'c
Charles Ilfeld, $20 each; lots D. E. heirs of Betsv J. Sebra, $30: east Pen.
school and running thence east 45
ning thence west 25 feet. Kate Wright, toAm. t'O each: lots 3. 4, A. ii. wesi. $20 each; lot 12, R. W. Hall, $20; 22, 23, J. C. Rex, $20 each.
F. Southwestern Realty Co., $20 each: of lot 14 and. all of lot 15. A. J.
the First ?n: part of lots IS. 19, 20, 21. 22,
Block 48; lots 6, 7, H. D. Reinken, reet, John H. York, $36.
lot 15, heirs of Sallle Rosenthal, $20; r.s.rd. JS30; lots 16, 17, 18. 19. S20
lots 5, 6, Eugene and P D. lots 15, 16, S. A. Brewer, $20 each;
each;
$t)
of
$20; lots $20 each; lota 8, 9, 10, Mary Casey,
A piece of land frontine on south
lots 16, 17, 18, F. H. Pierce and F. S. Methodist EDiscopal church, $20 each: front in? 25 feet on the north aside
McElrov. $20 each; lots 7. 8, Hill Site lot 7, Adolph Teitlebaum, 137.5
each; Lincoln avenue beginnine at
feet $20 each;, lots 11, 12, 13, 14, S. D. side of Main avenue, beginning at a
W. O. Oele.
50, 51, 52, 53, 54, fronting
point Town Co. $20 tach; lots 15, is, iwi
Brush, $20 each; lots 19, 20, 21, Jas. lots 50. 21. 22. 26 C. W.
.
w- - i7
Wesner, $20 125 feet west, of the alley Between
ig. Mrs. Mary C. and R. D. Dunlap, $110; lot3 May, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, Chas. point 45 feet east of west line cf
S. Duncan, $20 each; lots 22, 23, 24, lots 23. 24, 25,
Railroad and Grand avenues and run- - KatngTlne Kathrock. $20 each: lots 19, 55, 56, 57, fronting 87.5 feet, A. E. M. Dougherty, $20 each; lots 18, 19, nine thence east for 60 feet, Wm. F.
each.
C. W. Wesner, $20 each.
Block 26: lots 1. 2. 3. Mrs. Harriet ning thence west for 25 feet, Crom
eacn; Watson, $70; lots 58, 59, B. H. New- - Mrs. Minnie Detterick, $20 each; lots Mills, $40.
0
21. 22. G. J. Ouinn, $20
Block 16; lots 7, 8, 9, the Las Vegas
S.
Sec. 17. That the said assessments
part of 18. 19, 20, 21. lots 23 24, 25, 26, Hill Site Town Co., lee, $20 each; lot 60, L. F. Adams, 20, 21, 22, 23, Chas. Ilfeld, $20 each.
Masonic Building association, $20 Whltmore, $20 each; lots 4, 7.5, J.Mrs. well estate, $20;
Black-shea22. fronting 25 feet on north side of
49. lots 6, 7, J. J. Laubacn, John H. York's property
6,
$20; lots 18, 19, Margaret Grainey,
lots
$20
each:
Block
Ravnolds.
B.
Paul
and run-b- y
28,
27,
lots
S.
each:
Jas.
$20
Duncan,
each; lots 10, 11, 12,
$20 each; lots 20, 21, George A. Flem- - J20 each: lots 8. 9. 10, fronting 190
C. Dresser, $20 each; lots 8, 9, Lincoln from corner of Grand and Linthis ordinance made may be oaid
each.
$20
$20 each; lots 19, 20 ,21, 22, M. Jeffer Helen
. .ig, $20 each; lots 22, 25, Mrs. Jas. feet on Grand avenue, J. K Martin. in ten
each: lot 12, coln avenues running east, Frances
annual payments, the first
Block 36; lots 1, 2, Wm. Shilling-lowson, $20 each; lots 23 ,24, Mrs. aMrie 0. Sarah E. Atkins. $20
75 feet on of such payments to be made at the
Ward. $20: lots 13. 14. Colo H. Olney and Mrs. E. B. Shaw, $20;
Mr".
J50 each: lots 3. 4, E. B. Wheel Young, $10 each; lots 23, 24, Mrs. Rob- $152; lots 15, 16, fronting
Hayward, $20 each; lots 13, 14, 15, rado Anna
Telephone Co.. $20 each; lots 15, lots 25, 26. Mrs. S. A. Stoner, $20 er, $20 each: lots 5. 6. F. V. Bryant lna J. Smith Pontlous, $20 each; lot Washington avenue; J. w. tiesser, time the general taxes of the City ot
1G, 17, fronting 75 feet on Sixth street,
16. 17. 18. 19. Trustees of the proper each; lots 23, 24, Mary C. Dunlan. $20 S20 each: lots 7. 8, C. W. wesner,
L8 Vegas are next due, the second
zu 26, Mrs. L. Kingsley, $20; lots 27, IRO
lots
rear
of
Las
of
$60;
Vegas,
City
Protestant Episcooal church each; lot 27, D. C. Duel, $20; lot 2S, each: lots 9. 10. Southwestern Realrv 28, A. B. .Vatoson $20 each: lots 29, Sec. 15. The lots and pieces of payment to be made one year thereaf
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, fronting 75 teet on ty of the
11 20; Kate
Wright $20; lots 29, 20, Mrs. S. Co.. $20 each; lots 11, 12, Lyala m. 30, Mrs. Natalia. 8. Jones. $20 each; land in the J. A. and A. Baca addition ter, and the followlngpaymentstobe
Sixth street. Young Men's Christian in h dsrkrt-e- f New Mexico.National
A. Carpenter, $20 each; lot 31, C. A.
feet on
lots 13. 14. C. D. lots 31, 32, Wm. F. & M. B. Hetzler, are assessed as follows Mrs. A. B. de made annually thereafter; that Interassociation, $60; lot 18, City ot Las the same frontlnsr 150
est at the rate of six per ""ntum per
lots 20, 21, 22, Tt. L. & Myrtl Sniess. $20; lots 32, 33, 34, Mrs. S. A. McNair, $20 each: lots 15, 16, saui $20 each.
avenue;
Block 2, lots 1, 2,
M.
Annie
lots
and
4,'
5,
6,
$20;
Vegas;
23, 24. 25. Hill. $20 each; piece of land fronting Boucher, $20 each;
3 E. L. Hammond, $20; Manzanares, $20 each; lots 3, 4, 17, is, annum be and hereby Is chareed upon
Block
lot
3;
18.
Wal
S. P. and Mrs. R. Flint, $20 each; Houehton. $20 each; lot
17.
of the IT) feet on the south side of Douglas Rosenthal, $20 each: lots
5, 6, 22, such deferred payments: and that the
lots 19, zu, lots 4, 5, 6, Lizzie V. Carpenter, $20 Miguel Baca, $20 each; lots
subdivision of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting 26, Trustees of the property In the
lota 7, 8, 20, property owner may, at his or her op
avenue beginning at alley between ter Hayward, $20 each:
church
Protestant.
Episcopal
$20 each; each; lot 7 and south half of lot S, 23, J. A. Baca, $20 each;
33 feet west side of Grand avenue beMurphy,
and
Peter
Margaret
Thos. LIpsett, $30; north half of lot 21. Aurelia M. Baca, $20 each: lots tion, pay any installment or the whole
district of New Mexico, $80: lots 27, Railroad and Grand avenues, being a
S. Duncan, $20 each:
ginning at a point 87 feet from the 28, Mrs.
G. Crockett, $20 each. part of the rear of lots 32, 33, 34, lots 21, 22, Jas.
and all of lots 9, 10, O. E. Burch, 9, 10, Maria R. Baca, $20 each; lots of such assessment before the same
Betty
ave$20
Main
and
between
Charlotte
Fugate..
Douglas
lots 23, 24,
alley
lots 11, 12, W. J. Pochel, $20 11, 12, 15, 16, Valerio Baca, $20 each; is due, and that interest thereon shall
27, lots 1, 2, 3, H. W. Kelly, Theresa Block, $20.
Block
$50;
$20
C.
M.
subdiviR.
Hill,
Mate
Mrs.
Flint, $26.40;
25, 26,
nues,
Block
7, Mrs. J. M.
9. lot designated as lot 1, each; lots
lots 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 60 and lots 13. 14. 19. Flladelfo Baca, $20 cease from the time of such payment.
lots
5,
4,
.6,
$20
each;
Cof--t
each;
M.
24
Mrs.
feet
of
sion of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting
each; lots 27, 28, heirs,
Sec. 18. That the City clerk of the
8, 9, 10, fronting 65 feet on Sixth street,
lots
south
half
$20
of lot 51, N. A. Sunderlin, each; lot A, Filadelfo Baca and Mi
each;
Cunningham,
beLucy
on the west side of Grand avenue,
Mrs. City of Las Vegas shall, within eixtv
V. Clements. $52; lot 2, Lydia J. Bun fflet, $20 each.
B.C.
12,
36,
lots
37,38,
lots'
$20
51
of
north
W.
half
H.
lot
$130;
Baca,$20;
each;
and
11,
of
guel
all
Kelly,
Block 37, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,6. and izy2
ginning at a point 54 feet south of the 13, 14, heirs of C. H. Bradley, $20 ker. $20: lot 3, Isabel
Henry, $20; lots feet of the north 1de of lot 7. Charles lot 52 H. C. Young, $30; lots 53, 54, F. G. de Baca, $20 each; lots 24, 25, days from the date this ordinance
alley between Douglas and Main ave
front4.
of
lots
16,
15,
5,
Chas. Ilfeld, $20 each; lot 55, fronting 26, 27, F. S. Oswalt, $20 each; lots goes into full force and effect, make a
J.
subdivision
$20
each: lots
Lydia
Bunker,
the south twelve 37.5
nues, Cromwell estate, $19.20; subdi each;150 feet on the north side of Na- 6, 7. Las
I. O. O. F. No. K. Stevenson, $130;
29. 30. Investment & Agency cor certified copy of this assessment and
Vegas
Lodge
feet, Chas. Ilfeld, $30; lots 56, 57,
ing
30
or
2,
4,
ioi
3,
lots
ali
1,
of
vision
fronting
deliver the same to the county as
from 4. $20 each; lot 8, F. E. OInev. $20: and one half feet of lot 7,
west
avenue
and
58,
140.9
60,
59,
tional
F.
running
feet.
J.
fronting
D.
ave
9,
Grand
west
side of
poration, $20 each; lots 31, 32, and sessor of San
lot
feet on the
Seventh
lot designated as lot 9, fronting 65 8 and the north one half of
and
Miguel county. New
Sixth
between
O.
$50;
the
33.
E.
lots
Thomas,
$112.72;
Gehring,
61,
62,
of
alley
half
18,
63,
south
south half of lot
nue, beginning at a point ,30 feet
lots
17, reet on south side of Douglas ave W. Condon, $40: the
S.
B.
L. Browne, $20 each; lots 19. lots 34, 35, and north half of 33, W. Mexico.
$120;
fcrneet
Harrison,
streets,
south' from the alley between Douglas
9, and all of lots 10. 11, W. E. Kaser, 20, 21,
Sec. 19. That from and after the
Mrs. Harriet S. Van Petten, $20 nue, Adolnh Coors, $32.,00.
22, Lydia M. McNair, $20 each; E. Robertson, $50; lots D, E, r , Maria
and Main avenues, Mrs. Lena Teitle-baum- , 18,
$30: lots 12, 13, 14, Vincent Truier,ju lots
E.
F.
10:
$20
Block
date of the entry of the certified copy
1.
19,
20,
lot
lots
&
Clark
Sturges,
23, 24, J. B. Floyd, $20 each; lots and Aurelia M. Baca, $20 each
Forsvthe.
each;
A. B. C. D. being subdivi
$24.
lots
each:
21, 22. Isabel Henry, $20 $20; lot 2, Mrs. L. Poole Wright, $20;
2o, 25, E. Toomay, $20 each; lots 27,
Sec. 16. The following described of this assesment by the aforesaid
Block 17; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, W. R. each; lots
sion of lots 15, 16 ,17, 18, fronting 100 28, Dove
lots
23, 24, J. C. & Marvinia lot 3. Theresa Block, $20: piece of
; lots 29. 30.
$20
each
each;
of land are assessed the county assessor in the assessment
Wilson,
M.
V.
Mrs.
pieces
7,
8,
lots
Lizzie
Williams, $20 each;
book
as provided by law, each
46.9 feet. Employees Savings amounts herein designated:
25, 2fi, Mrs. land fronting 40 feet on west side of feet on Columbia avenue,,
lots
$20
each;
.Tohnsen,
fronting
J, Crowley, 20 each; lots d, 10, 11, 12, Lucy A. Shank, $20 each; lots 27, 28, Sixth street; beginnlne on north at Carpenter, ISO; lots K. r. oeini?
one of the said assess
and
& Building association, $37.52.
2
In
of
every
A
the
Block
Rey
of
land
niece
Mrs. Helen C. Dresser $20 each; lots Mrs. Jennie Levy, $20 each.
15, 16, 17. 18, fronting
Block 4, lots 1, 2, 3, Mrs. Julia S. nolds and Harrold addition and com- ments shall be and become a lien on
nrorerty of Theresa Block. Theresa 50 feet ofon lots
F. J.
avenue,
Columbia
13, 14, James S. Dupnoan, $20 each;
29, lots 1, 2, and the north Brash. $32; piece of land fronting 40
Dillon, $20 each; lots 4, 5, Herbert W. prising lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. 14. the lots and pieces of land respective
lot 19 and so. one half
a piece of land composed of lots 15, 10 Block
feet of lot 3, Upton Hays, $48; the reer, on west side of Sixth street be- Wesner,20.$40;
Brown, $20 each; lots 6, 7, A. A. Jones 15, 16, 23, 24. 25, 26, Z7, Z8, za, au, Ji, ly on which the said assessment has
150
on
DougEsther
feet
and
Wilson
Dove
16, 17, 18, fronting
15 feet of lot 3 and all of lots ginning at corner of Sixth and Lincoln of lot
$20 each; lots 8, 9, F. O. Blood, $20 32, thereof and fronting 300 feet on been made, and the full amount of
south
z
S.
of
lot
$120;
half
James
Duncan,
Robhins $30: north one
las avenue,
4. 5, 6, 7, R. F. Hayes, $92; lots 8, 9, and
thence
4(1
lots 10, 11, E. L. Goff, $20 each; Friedman avenue, St. Anthony's San each of euch assessments shall be en
north
running
each;
C.
lots
Dresser,
lots 24, 25, 26, Mrs. Helen
forced and collected in the manner
C. Coors, $32: piece of land and all of 21. U G. Calhoun. $30:
II.
lota
lots
$20
11,
S.
feet,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, itarium, $240.
Jas.
10,
12,
each;
Duncan,
$20 each; lota 27, 28, Lilly A.O'Rourke 12, Eliza J. McAllister. $20 each; sub- froitine 42 feet on north side of Lln- - 22. 23, 24, 25, Mrs. Matrle Green. 22, 23. Trinidad G. de Baca, $20 each;
now
ot
east
provided by law for the collection
on
siue
land
the
of
A
piece
S20 each: lots 26. 27. 28. Fletcher E.
$20 each; lot 29, Mrs. Hulda Rosen- division of lots 13, 14, fronting 142
iti
of taxes' against real estate when such
on
the
G.
bounded
lets
and
E.
avenue
24,
at
25,
$20
bennlne
IRallroad
be
Murphoyy,
each;
alley
$20
rear 50 feet of lots lots 2G. 27. 28. 29. 30. 31. Trinidad G. In firth bv Main avenue and extending taxes amount to' more than twenty- thal, $20; lots 30, 31,. F.' C. Bope,
feet on National avenue beginning at tween Sixth and Seventh streets, and Enrland, $20 each:
each; lots 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, Mutual; the northwest corner of National ave- nmniner thence east for 42 feet, H. G. 1, 2. fronting 50 feet on Washington de Baca, $20 each; lots 32, 33, Frank 'thence 150 feet south, Atchison, To- - five dollars.
Building & Loan association, $20 each nue and Fourtn street, Mrs. Hultla Ro- Cooto. $33.60: lot C. subdivision of avenue, Charles H. Stevenson. $40. IT. Roy, $20 each; lots 34, 35, 36, C.
Sec. 20. That the proceeds arising
& Santa Fe Railway Co., $20.
Block 38; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Florence
piece of land fronting 50 feet on north
A niece of land lying on the east from the assessments' herein and here
$113.60; the east 63 feet 4 los 7. S. 9. 10, 11. 12, fronting 50 feet
TT. Reynolds, $20 each; lots 37, 38, heirs
senthal,
8.
B.
F.
fi.
the
7,
side of Douglas avenue, being
ot F. B.
$20 each; lots 39, side of hailroad avenue and bounded by made, when collected, shall constiinches of lots 15, 16, 17, fronting on on rnrih side of Lincoln avenue. A. H. Stems. $20 each: lots
west 50 feet of Bullard's subdivision the north side of National avenue be- HarrR 40: lot B, being subdivision Crail. $20 each: lota 9. 10. 11. 12. Mary 40, Mrs. January,
A. Patterson, $20 each; on the south by Lincoln avenue and tute a special fund for the payment
J.
of the Las Vegas Town Co's addition, ginning ft the alley between Fourth of lots 7. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, fronting 50 L Davis. $20 earth: lots 13. 14. George lots 41, 42, Ethel M. Mowen, $20 each. extending thence north a distance of of the cost of constructing the said
15. 16. 17, r .
Vogt & Lewis, $40; a piece of land
R. J. Taupert, feet on north side of Lincoln avehue, Arnot. J20 each? lota
Block 5; lota 1, 2, Adolph Teitle S25 feet, Atchison, Topeka & banta sewer, and for the payment and re
of and Fifth streets,
$20 each: lots 18. 19. 20, TT. J.
Prutfi,
Ontio
83
Co..
r
of
fronting 50 feet on northat side
lots
west
$20 each; lots 3, 4, Carrie Belle Fe Railway Co., $660.
16,
lot
feet
15,
Publishing
$40;
A,
the
demption of the sewer certificates
baum,
$50.60;
Z4,
ea3t
23,
the
22,
mMivision of lot 7. 8, 9, 10, 11. Mueller, $20 each; lots 21,
Douglas avenue, beginning
lota 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, Mrs. A piece of land bounded on the hereinbelow provided for.
$20
17, fronting 85 feet on the north side of
each;
Vogt,
Chas.
each;
$20
Marvlna .Tohnsen.
end of land of Vogt & Lewis,
Sec. 21. That in accordance with
Trinidad G. de Baca, $20 each; lots 28, north by Main avenue, on the east by
National Ave. from the corner of Na- 1?. fronHpo. F,n feet on north side of J C.25.& 26.
27. 28. and 34 feet, on rear
Geise, $40; a piece of land fronting
2, of Chapter 96 of the Sess-sio- n
Section
avenue and Fifth street, Mar-jori-e Lincoln avenue, Nathaniel Fetterman, lots
west
tional
on
by
and
the
- 29, 30, Browne & Manzanares Co., $20 Grand avenue,
aveWaehfaces
50 feet on north side of Douglas
of 1903, the City Council
Laws
on
37, 38, 39, 40, C. D. Fifth street, fronting
35,
34,
lots
36,
$68; lots $40; lots 13, 14, Chris Wiegand, $20 of lots 27, 28, which latter
134
Hume
each:
Strickfadden,
feet
nue, beginning at the alley between 18, 19, 20, 21, heirs of F. B. January each; lot 15, Peter Roth, $20; lot 16, Intgon avenue, Mrs. Evallne C. Ben- Boucher, $20 each; lota 41, 42, Ed San- - Crand avenue, Archbishop J. B. Pi o? the City of Las Vegas, In order to
Y.
J.
$107.20.
Grand
avenues,
J.
M.
and
Railroad
Cunningham. $20; lots 17, 18, jamin,
ner $20 each; lot 5, Juan Sandoval, taval, $107.20.
J20 each; lots 22, 23. Mrs. Cora S.
pay for the construction of the said .
Block 39, lota 1, 2. 3. Frank
$40.
20 each; lots 24. 25, 26, F. H. A. O. Wheeler, $20 each; lots 19, 20,
$20.
A piece of land on the northwest sewer, shall issue certificates to be
Fenner,
$20 each: lots 4. 5, 6. Atchison.
Sec. 1 2. The lota and pieces of land corner of Main avenue and Eighth designated "sewer certificates" to an
Block, 18, lots 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Mrs. Pierce, $20 each; lots 37, 28, Chas. Mrs. M. J. Reilly, $43.20; lot 21.
heirs of F. B. January, $18; lot 22, Topeka & Santa Fe railway Co., $20 in the Ilfeld & Baca addition are as street and fronting 58.2 feet on nortl amount not exceeding the total of the
M A. Griswold, $20 each; lots 7, 8, 9, Rosenthal, $20 each.
.
"Vf
11
n f ClO.
fCt
Dn,,l!nM
H.
each : lots 7, 8, Wm. P. Mills, $20 each : sessed as follows:
'
10, 11. 12, 13, 14, 15. 16, 17, 18. 19,
side of Main avenue, Mrs. Marie Hay assessment hereby made, said certifi
Block 30; lots 1, 2. 3, Mrs. Olive ',
?
,U
Vr
lots 9. 10, Mrs. Laura F. Blood. $20
cates to run for a period of eleven
G. Coors, $20 each.
L.
M.
8
4,
3,
6.
Cooley
2,
Las
2,
lots
5,
4,
1,
$46,56.
lots
Block
ward,
$20
each;
Boucher,
eacb; lots 11, 12. 13. 14. F. H. Pierce $20 each: lots 5 ,6, 7, Mary L. Davis,
and to be payable in equal an! .fr0"t,ne 4.
years
Block 9; lots 11, 12, 13, 14, W. H. gas Savings Bank, $20 each; lots 7, Chris
of
A piece of land on the north side
$20 each: lots T. E. F.. fronting 75
$32.
from and after fi
Wieeand,
installments
nual
H.
J.
Smith,
15,
lot
J.
William
10,
9,
8,
lots
8, 9, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal, $20 each;
Main avenue beginning 58.2 feet from
Shuitz, $20 each;
Block 11; lots 1, 2, J. K. Martin, feet on Columbia avenue, Mrs. Otto $20 each;
lots 11, 12. E. W. Hart the N. W. corner of Main avenue and date of the issuance thereof. Such .
each;
$20
Mills,
$20; lots 16, 17. 18, 19, H. W. Kelly. the east 60 feet of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, $20 each'; lots 3, 4. Jacob Kenestrlck
Grimm. $60; lots A. B. C, fronting
con$20 each: lots 13, 14, 15, 16, L. E. Eighth street and extending thence certificates shall be Issued for
$20 eac't; lots 20, 21, 22, 23, Kate 19, fronting on National avenue, $48, S?0 each: lot 5.
Rosana Kenes- 75 feet on Columbia avenue. Ed S.
venient amounts, shall be negotiable
$20 each; lots 17, 18, Mrs. 86.2 feet west, Chae.
M. M. Sundt; the west 82 feet 3 inchF.
Trainer,
Hummel,
Wright, $20 each; lots 24, 25, Bertha
$20; lots 6. 9. 10. 11. 12. Thomas Lewis. $60; lota .19. 20, 21, 22. Laura
in form, sh.ll bear Interest at the
and R. J. Taupert $68.96.
Chambers, $20 each; lots 26, 27, Ben es of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, fronting trlck,
Poster. $20 each ; lots 7, 8, M. L. Coo-le- C Witten. $20 each: lota 23, 24, The Hattle L. Thompson
of six per centum per annum pud
rate
Daniel
20,
H.
Stern,
19,
each.
lots
Francis
$20
$20
Olney,
on
each;
National avenue,
Coles,
A piece of land on the north side
$20 each; lots 13, 14, 15, 16, D. C. Mutual Improvement
Co.. $20 each;
be redeemable at the option, of
shall
of
26,
24,
23,
each.
23,
and
$20
22,
lots
The
Sec- - 3.
pieces
$65.80; lots 20, 21,
of Main avenue, beginning at a point
Winters, $20 each; lots 17, 18, M. L. lot s25, 26, Mrs. Katherlne Eariekson.
City Council at any time before
land in the San Miguel Town Co's ad- 27, 28, M. M. Sundt, $20 each: the fol- Cooley, $20 each; lot 19, Mrs. M. J. 20 each: lots 27, 28, Mrs. Anna M. Block 3: lots 1. 2, 3, 4. 5, B. F. For- 144.4 feet from the N. W. corner of the
maturity. They ehall be issued to the
dition are assessed as follows:
lowing subdivis'ons of what Is known McDonald, $10; lots 20, 21, Investment Shout, $20 each..
sythe and Evallne C. Benjamin, $20 Main avenue and Eighth 6treet and person entitled to receive the same,
11,
F.
10,
lots
of
Emma
Mrs.
sub6.
subdivision
Tamme,
7,
as
lots
V.
each:
E1.5
thence
Lizzie
D,
lot
C,
Phillips
being
west,
A, B,
Block 19;
extending
Aerency corporation. $20 each: lot
Block 40. lots 1. 2. Clarence Iden,
shall state that they are Issued In pay
lota 8. 9, 10, Simon Bachar Carpenter, $41.20.
22, Sarah E. AtWns, $20: lot 23, heirs
division of lots 1, 2, 3, Mrs. S. A. Chaf-fl- 12, 13, 14; lot designated as O, fronting
20 each; lots 3, 4, B, Mrs.
ment for the construction
of paid
E. $20 each;
A.
H.
Mary
w.
avenue,
14,
National
ave13,
lots
11,
25
on
A
each:
feet
$20
iz,
of F. B. January, $20; lot 24, the Agua
piece of land on the north side sewer and that they are payable from
fronting 75 feet on Railroad
20 each; lots 6. 7, A, O. ach,
Sehaefer,
frontas
15,
16,
17,
J,
lots
$20
R.
each;
lot
designated
Wise, $20;
of Main avenne beginning at the Inter
Tipton,
Pnra Co. of Tss Vesnis. $20; the south Wheeler. $20 each: lots 8. 9, 10. A. A.
nue, $60; lots E.F. being subdivision
lots section of Main and National avenues money received from the assessments
and Naof lots 1, 2, 3, fronting 50 feet on Na- ing 40 feet, on corner of Grandlot
fifty feet of lot 24, fronting 50 feet Tones, $20 each: lot. 11, Alice R. Long 18, Jessie E. Haydon, $20 each;
above made and provided 'or- - The
desigeach.
$20
and running thence east 751.4 feet
tional avenue, P. D. McElroy, $40; lot tional; Mary J. Wise.29 $32: on Grand on Seventh street beginning at the$20: lot 12, C. H Schlrmer, $20; lots 19, 20, Mae Henry,
City Council shall decide upon the
feet
of
as
and
Mexico
New
2,
lots
13.
nated
Normal
fronting
lots
The
6,
5,
pieces
S.
$20;
between
allev
A.
Lincoln
Mrs.
Chaffin,
University,
Sec
Douelas
and
4,
form of such" certificates.
;i3, 14, Alice R T,ong. $20 each: the
de$23.20:
assessare
A.
addition
H.
Wise,
avenue.
Jots
lots
$601.12.
8,
Elston
7,
the
B.
$20
each;
avenues, heirs of F.
Januairy, $40. ,wect one half of lots 15. 16. 17. 18, 19, land in
Henry Dinwoody,
Sec This ordinance shall be In
75 feet on
4.
fronting
as
3,
Ket-,2lots
follows:
A piece of land on the west side of full force and effect from and after
Block t2, lots 1, 2, 3, 4. Emma
9, signated
Mrs. L. H. Kerlee, $20 each;
75 feet on Columbia ave-ne- r ed aa
fronting
Rosenthal.
Hulda
Mrs.
and J. M. Turnbull, $20 each: lots nue. b. S. Cowan. 60: the eest half Lot 1. fronting 40.5 feet on Seventh Eighth street extending 51.4 feet ita publication according to law.
10, Damaeio Montano, $20 each; lots Grand avenue,
5. 6. Bertie Q. Jameson.
20 each: 0f lota 15, IB,
28, 29, Southwestern Building & Loan $60.
day of July, A. Tt.
n, 18, 19, 20, frontine street, lot 38, fronting 40.5 feet on north from the alley between Nation Enacted this'
Block 31; lots 1. 2, 3, P. J. Murphv.l lots 7, 8, Las Veens Town Oo.. $2073 fe on Columbia avenue. Sophie Sixth street', Southwestern Realty Co. al and Grand avenues, N. Fontaine, 1911.
association, $20 each; lot 30, Thos.
F. Clay $20; lots 31, 32. Chas. H. Clay, $20 each; lot 4, Marcos oarauno, ju, each: lots 9, 10, 11, 12. 13. 14. L. C. ,n m0.. (;n- - lots 21 22, Sadie S. $64.80; lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9, 10, 11, $41.12.
Approved:
Cor- Tlfeld. $20
A piece of land on the west side
each; lots 15. 16. 17, 18. .MoClnhen.
$20 each; lot 33, Nellie Parish, $20; lots 5, 6, Investment & Aeener
each- - lots' 23, ?4. v. 1' 13. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 37, Southwest
Mrs.
E.
8,
7,
one
lots
35
Vesrss
north
of
Las
each:
Town
street
$20
$20
lot
a
each: lot ,k, TV. Layton, $20 each: lots 25 .26. ern Realty Co.,
Co.,
each;'
Eighth
beginr.ing at
lot 34, Nellie Parish $17.60;
point Attest:
poration, $20
Mayor.
and the north 3 feet of lot 34, H. B. S. de Borrego, $20 each; lots 9, 10, 19, Mrs. Mattie S. Green, $20; lots 20, Norman and Jean G. Skinner, $20 half of lot 25, Southwestern Rea't.v'51.4 feet from the alley between Na- Clrk.
)
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Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

LOCAL NEWS

Cantaloupes

Isn't that draft beer fine at
Opera Bart

From Las Cruces

.n

Hot lunch every morning at
o'clock at the Opera Bar.
the

oft on every article
to
in the house at Baoharach's.

10

Lemon sherbet for dessert at White
Kitchen tonight. Meals 25 cents.

One-fift- h

The first shipment just in. Noted for their
fine flavor

Lemon sherbet for dessert at White
Kttchen tonight Meals 25 cent.

Grenadier Roland.'. 1,500 people
in the cast, staged in the, Russian
snows.
Positively no camping, fishing or
our
C
ranch.
on
allowed
hunting
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
W. and F. J. Wesner.
at the Opera Bar.. Served from barrels on the bar.
$3.50 and $4 men's low shoes at

2 for 25 cents

10

Come quick be
2.25 to close out.
"Grenadier Roland," special,, with
fore your size is sold. Hoffman
regular program at Bridge Street
Graubarth,
theater
..

cents Each

tonight

at
THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Have Your House

Wired
Then you can use any of
(he modern appliances.

Call up and we will make

you the best proposition you
ever heard of on wiring.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

CO

NO WOOD

A L A

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite

footofM.ln

Coal, all sizes

Pm

""""""

ln21

DRY CLEANING
To

take a garment
and dean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.
Requires a skillful process

6 14

We Launder Your

The fishing party commanded by
Colonel M. M. Padgett and Captain D.
J. Leahy with Harry W. Kelly and
of
"Bill" Harper as
ficers and Leroy Laubach, Harry
Grant Kelly and Billy Haydon, Jr., as
privates, arrived safely at Roclada.
This morning the work of packing
the supplies over the Pecos trail was
begun.

--

Lincoln Avenue

Watch
This

THE BEST PLACE
in Las Vegas to buy
Groceries and Meats

j.

Ladies' sixteen button silk gloves
Firch's Golden Wedding Ry3, aged
in black and white, double finger in the wood. Direct
from distillery
tips, $1.25 value for 89c at the new to you. At the Lobby, of course.
store of Hoffman & Graubarth.
Phone Main 104.
A R. Kingsbury, who submitted to
an operation Monday at the Las
A well attended and pleasant meetVegas hospital for an abscess of the
ing of the Woodmen Circle, the aux- hip, is reported as getting along
iliary to the Woodmen of the World, nicely.
was held last night at W. 0. W. hall
on Sixth street.
The largest crowd of young people
'
that, has attended a Fortnightly dance
Don't miss "Grenadier
Roland," this summer was
present at the baile
the great military drama. See the in
last
the
armory
night The night
defeat of the Invading army, the
was
cool and everybody had a good
burning of the city, the suffering of
the soldiers. July 13 at the Mystic time.
Theater, Bridge street.
James Copeland is still telling
about
the big fish he caught in Caliwill
hold
of
Columbus
The Knights
fornia
during his recent visit. The
their regular meeting this1 evening in
is
growing longer dally and, 4s
story
the O. R. C. hall. The ladies of the
not published here for lark of space.
Church of the Immaculate Conception
Those who desire to hear it should
will give a dime social in the same hall
call on Mr. Copeland at once.
during the evening.
Mrs. Janice Hirschorn, who sub
The Ladies' Aid Society of the mitted to an
operation for appendiMethodist church will hold a bakery citis a few
ago, is somewhat im
days
sale of home cooking at York's groHer condition was alarm
proved.
cery store on next Saturday after- ing, both before and after the opera
noon.
Special orders filled by tele- tion and she Is not yet out of danger.
phoning Mrs. Spelcher, Phone Purple Mrs. Hfrschhorn is a resident of Kan
5162.
sas City and has been the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ilfeld for some
It is no longer necessary to tell time.
those who wear Bostonlan shoes
about the style, quality and comfort.
Because a quorum was not present
Special sale now, $4K $4.50 and $5 the city council failed to hold its reg
shoes for $3.45 and $3.50; and $4 ular
monthly meeting last night. Three
at TAICHERT'S,
shoes for $2.85,
aldermen appeared at the city hall.
Douglas avenue.
They waited until nearly 9 o'clock be
fore giving up holding the meeting.
The committee of West elde citizens
The council missed its regular June
of
protask
which had charge of the
and it looks as though the
meeting
viding funds for band concerts dur
were to have the same
session
July
ing the remainder of the summer, re fate. An
attempt to hold a meeting
ported last night that it had secured
will be' made next week.,
probably
enough money practically to insure
concerts (beginning next week.
The Santa Fe baseball team will go
here tomorrow on the way to
through
Ransford
A special meeting of
ClapDawson
where It will play Saturday
tor No. 2, Order of the Eastern Star
and
The New Mexican states
Sunday.
111 be held this evening at 8 o'clock
and
Cornish
Lemfoke, the two Althat
are
members
All
to confer degrees.
will
be in the Santa
Visiting buquerque stars,
equested to be present.
must
be a mistake.
This
Fe
lineup.
members are cordially invited. By or
here Satto
Is
as
play
Albuquerque
der of the worthy matron, Agnes
Padilla
Dan
and
and
Sunday
urday
Tripp.
will need all of his stars if he expects
Fe will stop here for
A certain young professor of this to win. Santa
a
game Monday on the return trip.
town is spending a good deal of time
in manufacturing mission furniture,
collecting ""Navajo rugs and other
household beauties and comforts. It
la rumored that the wedding will occur soon, which, means that the pos
tal department will be cheated out of
four cents worth of business each day.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

"

.

The disbanding for the season

in a way that makes them lool
much better than is possible
when they are sent to a washerwoman, or done at home.
You will find that we make
If
them cleaner and whiter.
colored, we wash them thoroughly, but so carefully that, the colors stay bright.
We starch the shirts just
right, so the bosoms stay in
place and the neckbands hold
your collars properly. And we
launder the cuffs so they look as
nice as your collar.
Good dressing demands that
your negligee shirt be sent us,
linen.
:. wth your other

- t
"

;

'

.

We Still flave a Good Assortment of

Hoo-- t

jobs from twenty-sevethe past two days.

:

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

Merx
'

And are offering Special inducements for you to buy.
A Direct money profit is of

Secondary Consideration.
We figure ' that what we take off the price we
.,
.
put into

Making Friends
And that is always a Profit. We are willing to take
less and give our customers more.

You may think you don't need a suit right now
but our Prices will cause you to change your mind.

GREEN BE RGER
FOR 30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sack

Every Sack Guaranteed

Roller Mills

Las Vegas

Phone Main 131

in

On account of a washout near
Winlsow traffic from the west was
somewhat deleyed today. Santa Fe
train No. 10 was run in two sections,
the stub arriving here on time and
the regular section being marked
up some time later. The stub train
did not bring the mall from the west,
as it left Albuquerque before the arrival of the regular train.

t

(EL

For Summer Wear

of

players

n

ScheJfner

Hr' SUIT S

the Kansas State league has dumped
on the market a lot' of baseball play
ers wno are anxiously looking for a
soft place to alight for the remainder
of the season. The Raton manage
ment has received applications for

Negligee Shirts

Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling

Q OND ON

Women's spring and summer hats
for 1911 one-hal- f
off at Bacharach's.

A PECULIAR CIRCUMSTANCE
While you are being told you should
believe certain things are for your
best interests, and an effort is made to
have you understand where you cau
be served at the least cost, it should
le your first thought, on what basis
or reason is all of It claimed, large
newspaper ads are expensive, large
forces of clerks means large expenso
account, and ladles those of you who
have not considered the fact, THIS
MUST ALL BE ADDED TO THE
PROFIT YOU PAY.
Are you buying friendship, are you
willing to pay more for the same
goods and are you allowing yourself
to believe against your Interests that
the GRAAF DRY GOODS CO. should
not be your trading place?
When you trade here you are treat
ed as you should be, every promise
13 kept, and you can be sure there
are no two prices, and when we say
CASH SALE It is meant, and when
we claim an article is worth a certain
value we do so upon our"honor and
not simply for the purpose of getting
your trade by deception.
The Graaf Dry Goods Company
brought cheaper prices in dry goods
to Las Vegas end to every woman
that would be dealt with fairly, hon
estly, and squarely, we extend the
ccurtesy of the store. We challenge
any one (that knows) to dispute the
fact that the Graaf Dry Goods Co. at
its prices does not sell cheaper.
We are here to do our trading in a
legitimate way, sell If we can, ask
of a small profit we say small, be
cause we can, our force is experienc
ed, in honest
treatment, and have
positive instructions, that if a dis
count sale is advertised every one
should receive the discount. We guarantee to give you more for your money
than you could reasonably expect from
the larger store, and guarantee equal
treatment to all.
Young lady of the Normal and you
of the high school and any other lady
or gentleman in Vegas, we want to
know why trading at Graafs is or is
not to your best interests we want to
know for our own personal reasons
and WILL NOT publish your name
without your special permission, for
what we consider the best letter we
will give a two dollar cash dpnatlon,
Your name will not be used. All re
plies must be sent by mall.
So don't forget, if any of the above
statements are not correct we invite
criticism.

'Buffalo" Jones expected to get
started today from Trinidad on his
homeward journey with his herd of
buffalo. Railway officials here have
not received notice of the shipment
of the animals and it is not known
when they will arrive.
The street department is grading
and levelling Seventh street below
Lincoln. The ditches are being deepened and straightened and the drainage will be considerably improved.
The postal department has announced the appointment of the fol
Kirk V. Stoffe,
lowine nostmasters:
Haddock,
Samuel
Hyat;
Blacktower;
and Ramonclta V. Vigil, Encenada.
See "Grenadier Roland," tonight.
The most magnlfisent military pic
ture in the world.
JULY AT HARVEY'S
Cool and comfortable.

Excellent home table.
Saddle burros free.
Excursions everywhere.
Carriage out Wed. and Saturday.
Terms: $2 per day; $10 per week.
Leave orders at Murphey's.

URGENT SUMMER NEEDS

Gasoline Stoves
v

One. Two and Three Burners at $1.50 Up

Blue Flame Oil Stoves
Ice Chests and Refrigerators
Fireless Cookers
J. C. J0HNSEN & SON
Complete Furnishers of the Home."

Now is the Time

Painting
and
Paper

For

'

Hanging;

First class work
and best of materials is my
,

m otto. E st

ICE TEA
We have the Price

and Quality

cheerful-

,

?

,

Turnip Time
Plant Turnip Seed now for fine Fall Turnips.
We have all the best kinds
;

J. II STEARNS
THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.

GROCER.

(

,

Phone

5. 10
us"

and

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.

:

; i,

Perry Onion

&

Ranch Phone Main 276

....

75

Fancy Japan Blend . .".

5

Special Blend

35

J

C. D. BOUCHER

N

Soil

$1.0O

Blend

Fancy Ceylon Blend.

20 Cents

your order for quick delivery.

Store Phono Main 462

Oriental

ly given.

Tony Faust draught beer, 7s oa tap
At the Opera Bar, and is me Cf tie
finest draught beers served over anv
tar in the city.
Q C i ry'

f

The Coffee Man

v

